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Bqd Che,k Rate Still High Despi~
.I

tant for
. ing said.

By BILL BRADFORD
.
Staff Writer
Since the five-dollar fine on ·
returned checks has been I!ll-\ "
posed this' . April there has
been no noticeable . decline in
the number of bad checks,
Charles F. Bigelow.· accoun1•

'\

•

i.

financ~ -and

account-

. Dur:jng February. there were
137 checks' returned and . approximately ~00 in March.
After the five•dollar fine was
imposed, · th¢re. were 220
checks returfied,i Andrew C.

BULLETIN

;

Rogers, ' university business
manager said. .
"When a student's check is
returned to us," Bigelow said, 1
"we mail the student a letter·
telling him that the ·check was
bad and he has seven days ·to
come to· the cashier's office
and straighten it out."

Rogers:

District Attorney.

.

Near Fontana
..

I

A 19-year-old USF ·coed. was
struck 'and killed by a hit.andrun driver in fron~ of Fontana
Hall shortly after 10:30 Monday night, the Florida High~
· ·
way Patrol reported.
The victhri was identified as
Norma Jean Manley, of Route
5 Orlando, who was a resident
of Mu Ha.JI 1.U, according . ro

"The m·oney from the fines
will go back into the University to help defray the costs of

Inve~tigating trooper H. L.
Hutto said Miss Manley was
strnck by a vehicle as she was
crossing south on Fletcher t,o.
ward the University. Her body
applll'ently remained for more
than an hour before being discovered, Hutto said.
He said the accident was reporte,d to the Sheriff's Office
about midnight and was then
turned over to the Highway P:t·
trol for 'investigation.
Area law enforcement agencies are seeking clues in connection with the apprehension
of the hit-and-run driver. Any
student ·.-having 'information
should call: 'the 1FJorida High- '
;..+;.~

.

i

Vofing Set-·

1

..

Voting for the Second Anni.I-'
al Honors Award for Teacbing
Excellence will be Friday at 2 .
p,m. in University Center 251. .
··This is a joint project of ·
Gold · Key and Athenaeum
Honor' ~pcieties. All ·.partici- ·
pants in last fall's Honors
Convocation are eligible · to
vote. ·
Nominees will be selected.
and the ~ote on the 'final winner ··will take · place at this
me.eting. The meeting was
changed from last Thursday
to F riday.
Dale Morgan, president of
Gold Key· will present the
award at Commencement exercises June 9, He termed the
(Please See Honors, Page 3)

1

chock>," eon-

Bigelow said it is too soon
to rate the effects of the additional fine. He said the number of bad checks will probably start decreasing in another month or so.

~
~~

~

l~

Florida,State Uniyepsity President J ohn Champion
announced Saturday he was withdrawing his resigna-

Mautz Appeals

"It is evident that I no longer: enjoy the confidence of a
major segment of the university faculty, " said 45-year-old
Champion who resigned rather j,:han change his decision on a
censorship dispute over an article he felt was " filthy and offensive."

ON WEDNESDAY, the Faculty Senate at FSU voted a resolutibn requesting . ChampiQn to withdraw his resignatian and
called for a formation of a 'student-faculty committee to review
student publications and ·report their findings to the Administration.
Following this meeting, protesting FSU s tudents agreed to
a "cooling off" moratorium on demonstration to allow the
student-faculty committee a "quiet time in which to work and
think."
In a Thursday meeting, the Board of Regents unanimously
refused to accept the President's resignation. Student and facRobert B. Mautz, chancellor of the States University ·system, ulty protestors then claimed that they were not fighting Chamappealed. to the students and faculty of Florida State University pion but rather, ·were fighting "the system."
to utilize existing and normal channels and to forget recriminaFOR SEVEN DAYS, students, numbering from 50 to 400,
' tions and .c<indemnation in a statement issued last week.
a .peaceful ,r9und-the-clock vigil in front of the FSU
:r_naintained
1
.adminiStration_·building ;protesting...the::,c.e~r..sQlp.dif,,.a,..::Student
written article which was·t o appear in a wimpus l iterary magazine, "The Legend."
recent events that the controversy which is the object of
" The Legepd" editor, Laurel Akers , said the issues being .
faculty debate and student
protested were broader than fo ur-lt!tter words . .. "we're proden:ionstration has expanded
testing censorship, in general . . . this is the fourth instance
to encompass issues beyond
of it this year."
those which origiilally _ were ,
The protesting students were praised in a statement adoptthe subject of discussion.
ed by the resounding members of the p.rts and sciences faculty
when they said the students are "admirable in their restraint in
"The wide-ranging characThe four-letter word
the light of broken commitments."
ter of the discussion in the
which prompted FSU P res.
form of faculty meeting, cam" WE BELIEVE the president has assumed an untenable
.John Champion to resign
pus rallies, and printed handwas printed in a University · position in over-ruling the faculty-student committee which was
outs constitutes full testimony
appointed under his authority and in ignoring the expert advice
of Florida (UF) literary
that ·academic freedom floursolicited from the faculty."
magazine being sold · on
ishes without restraint on the
State Sen. Mallory Horne had asked for permanent expulUF's campus last Wednescampus of FSU.
naJ. Dev.elopment asked Allen say a vote should . be taken.
sion of any s tudent or professor who "participates in .an overt
. day.
The vote should include the · " The week-long con'tinuation
act of rebellion against the state."
to recommend that 'a ·vote be
The magazine, "T h e
· In a letter to the University Chancellor Robert Mautz,
taken ·next .March among ·ad- crystalized opinions of -the ad- of a student protest moveis
Flor ida Quarterly,"
Horne requested the State Board of Regents to establish and
ministrations, faculties ' and ministration, the faculty and ment," the statement conUF's counter-part to the
the students at each state uni- tinues, " disproves one of the
publish a clear set of standards, the violation of which would
"LegFSU
controversial
students to determine whether · versity. Each university
result in expulsion.
reasons for the protest, nameend."
the State universities should would cast three votes.
ly, that restraints other than
The Quar terly is charHORNE'S letter was written following the second day of
return to the trimester sysThe commission said the those of the U.S. Constitution
tered by the ·u F Student
FSU s tudent protests agains t the question of censorship. ·
tem.
student · and faculty votes hinder freedom of · speech on
According to re_ports, Horne r eferred to the remarks made
Publication Board but " the
be obtained through ref- the campus.
could
responsibility of managing
by a professor at the protest rally when he said in his letter to
The commission was. set up
and each
" N o w t h e controversy
Mautz that a psychology professor flaunted the authority of the
the magazine is delegated
six weeks ago to evaluate the erendllill procedure
could threatens consequences which
president
university
FSU president and begged for dismissal.
to three faculty members
current academic calendar
administration vote. could damage a great UniverThe senator further stated that he hopes the professor
who serve as a Boar d of
a nd make ' recommendations. cast the
would be quickly accommodated.
advisory editors," accordStudent ~en., Steve 1 AnderThe commission noted, how- sity and endanger its conson, chairman of the commis- ever, that the vote would -only tinuation as a major force in
ing to The Alligator , UF 's
MEANWHILE, alum ni officials and Atty. Gen. Earl FairU.S. education. I ~ppeal to
sion, and SA Reps. Kim Dinkel
student newspaper.
the faculty and students\ to abansaid the students and faculty engaged in demonstration
to
cloth
recommendation
a'
be
and Ken Rubin found in a surThe .. article, written by
should be expelled.
final
the
have
who
Regents,
of
methods
extraordinary
don
vey of 500 ~tudents that 75 per
P aul Friedman, member of
. The Board of Regents Wednesday announced a s trong
seeking Change and to utilize
cent woµld rather attend authority a ccording to law.
the Wisconsin State Uni· board policy whiclJ it wanted the students and faculty of every
channels
normal
and
existing
school under the trimester
versity English DepartThe University Senate is exstate university in Flor ida to know.'
and to forget r ecrimination
system.
ment, used a word, vernacpected to consider the com'I
. "The legislature has vested.jurisdiction in the Board of Recondemnation.
and
ular for ~ sex act, which
The commission asked· Allen mission's plan next Wednesgents over these schools (tax-supported universities). The
was the same word reto recommend that work to day. The plan has already · "I ask them to do this beBoard of Regents ... has delega ted to the presidents the aumoved from FSU's " Legimprove ·the quarter system been endorsed by the State fore a widening chasm be- .
thority to operate these universities.
end."
continue until the end of Quar- Council of Student Body Pres- comes unbridgeable and fur· ~'IN THE EXERCISE of this authority, the president of
'ter III in March. If sufficient idefits and it received favor- ther tragedy occur s. The tim~
FSU made a decision not to permit the publication of an article
improvements aren't made, able reaction from the Council for r esolutions, vigils, and ·
which he found to be filthy and obscene.
·
emotions is past.
the commis~ion asked Allen to of Academic Deans here.

That FSU Use
Normcil Channels

··<:;:~!~!~~!a!~ -.~~e~ljr~~ ~w&§a~~-~~~ti.'llmi&i,\l.ti~

. ~ "''

HOnors Award

f;~":~;,~~

tion arid would remain .in office.
' Champion submitted his resignation last Tuesday
following his meeting with the liberal arts college faculty in which they tabled a 175-165 vote in a motion
to censure the president and demand his resignation.

By MARILYN MUNYER
Staff Writ-er

,

troopers.

·-'1 ~.~tr.<!_1•.: · .~

respond, the •campus security
police will be notified. After
) that the district attorney will
be told and legal action will
be taken," Rogers said.

Champion Continu~s
As FSU President

'

Coed Killed
.

~~n

lead
to final acti!ln by

Bad checks

At the time the student is
notified, Herbert · Wunderlich,,
vice president of Student Affairs, is iilso informed·. If tire
student doesn't respond withih
the seven days, Wunderlich .
receives another letter recommending disdplinary aetion.
"If the student still doesn't

UF Prints

Commf.ssiOn Asks
VOte On Quarter
'\

By ALLA~ SMITH
Assistant Managjng E4i,tor

·A ·student ·Association · Commission· set · up to study the ·
quarter ~ system · has · asked
/.
USF Pres. John Allen to recommend to the .State Board of
state universities remain . on
the quarter system only one
more year if iniprovements
aren't made.
The . Commission for Inter-

.The Word

Disorganization Plagues The Negro ,
How would your life be if you never owned a clock ? Many
Negroes don't own clocks, and life for them is disorganized,
said Dr. Jae~ Ross, professor of sociology at USF.
Ross has conducted extensive surveys in the inner city
(poverty ghettos) of Tampa.
His research is just one part of the overall involvement of
USJf in helping solve .the problems of greater Negro participa'
tion in higher education.
INSTALLMENT is a quick look at what the University is doing in the area of faculty resear ch, related on-campus
programs sponsored jointly by government, community· and
university, and the intern program of the College of Education.
"For Negro males, family life isn't a good deal," said Pr.
Ross.
Last spring, Ross found, in a survey of 1086 Negro families,
that a little more than half were nuclear in structure (a family
with the traditional mother , father, children relationship).
He found that 44 per cent have unusual arrangements, that
is, a missing or an added adult. "Divorce and deser tion are
quite frequent," said Ross.
NORM1LLY, there are 105 men for every 100 women in the
United States population, but not for the Negro, Ross said.
The census misses men who live in "illegitimate locations"
s uch a s bars, warehouses, etc. Only dwelling units are shown
on the census rolls, Ross says.
In other another survey, Ross found that the lower the income level, the less was the understanding of the importance of

·tms

.,:
Photo by Tony Zappone

Mexican Tourist?
Not quite. It happens to be our own President John S. Allen
viewing the l\facDill Air Show Saturday in honor of Armed
·
Forces Day.

Third

NEGRO EDUCATION:
The Black

Of A ·

Series
achieving higher educational levels.
This is what poverty does.
POVERTY can be measured by figures. In Hillsborough
County, according to the figures of Robert Gilder, Tampa
NAACP presidel'lt, 28 per cent of the whites and 78 per c.ent of
the Negroes fall below the poverty guidelines set the Office of
.
Economic Opportunity (OEO) .
To help combat poverty through education, the OEO sponsers projects on the USF campus. USF is participating in three
programs co-sponsored by government and community agencies.

Two programs funded by OE O and based at USF are the
High School Equivalenc~ Progr am. (HEP) and project. Upward
Bound.
HEP br ings high school dropouts, ages 17-22, from .migrant
and seasonal worker backgrounds into the full stream of society by helping them get good jobs through educational perpara.
tion.
THE PROGRAM has 50 students in each class , about equally divided between. whites a nd Negroes. HEPs attend classes a t
USF and live at the University Apartments next to Fontana
Hall.
Prior to entering t~e program, HEP students show deficiencies in language skills amd mathematics. Although the program is not college oriented,,25 per cent of the graduates go to
college. Dr. Juanita Williams, project co-ordinator said, " HEP
tries to find out wha t their talents are, encourage them to look
-at the possibility of college and build an aspiration for fur ther
·
education."
Project Upward Bound, now in its third year, is a nation~
wide operation Ullder the OEO. It has some 23,000 students at
252 institutions .
Its goal is to motivate disadvantaged students with a potential for college .to pursue higher education. So far at USF 73 high
school seniors have been motivated in this direction with another 101 seniors due to graduate this summer.
(Please See PROGRAMS, Page 11)
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Adviser·Would Use
Four-Lette'r ~Words
.

Dr. Authur M. Sanderson,
publisher of the campµs literary magazine, South Florida
Review, said Monday he
"would have voiced no objection" to the use of a fourletter' word in this year's issue
published April 26.
Sanderson's co mm e n ts
came after Review edito~'
Richard, Jaworski denied censoring "Beta Hall at 3 :15

'

'

p.m." a short~ story by David
Shobe. Shobe contended in a
letter to The Oracle last;week
that Jaworski .censored his
story by·substituting a French
word 'merde' for a more com-··
mon four-letter American expletive.
The word "was appropriate
to the context, and I think
that the small, literate group
which has a choice of going to

the Bookstore to pay 25 cents
for a copy would not have been
o'fferlded by use of the original
word", Sanderson said in a
statement issued Monday.
Jaworski, a graduate stu- ·
dent in E nglish, said Sunday
" I was .going to ·reject the
story in the first place, however , when deadline came, we
put the story in to fill up
space."

***

USF Students Okay
'Words' For Magcizine
,
Only 11 s tudents'-feel the
less than .half feel that stich
words should be llijed in a final authority concerning
o f a university·
coil~ent
campus newspaper.
The survey was taken last spbnsored pj.lblication should
More than 75 per cent of the
16q students responding to an week following .the resignation . resf with the administration.
Oracle · sampling on college of FSU Pres. John Champion. Sixty students said the. final
censorship feel that four-letter Some 111 respondents said authority should be left up ~o
words should be used in a that ,Champion should not the faculty advisers for the
publication and 65 respondcampus literary magazine but have resigned.
ents said the final decision
be left up to the stushould
NEWSMAKERS
dent editors.
Before FSU P r e sl d e n t
Champion's resignation, SA
President ·Sc9tt .Barnett ·Ofthe assistance of the
fered
woe Walter J. Williams Jr., who attended USF last year , · USF student
government ia. a
in
record.
his
for
corrunendation
of
letter
a
recently received
Student Body
FSU
to
letter
Phase I Warrant Officer Rotary Wing Aviator Course at· Ft.
·President Lyman Fletcher.
'
·
Wolters, Texas.
...The authority of campu~
Williams ran~ed first in a class of 138 students. He spent t wo
years in the Peace Corps in Ecuador and brought a young Ee- . publications should lie withi,1
uadorian boy bacl~ to ·be educated in the United States~- His fa: a student-oriented group a nd
ther is a retired Air Force officer, and his mother is an instruc, final decisions shouldn't be
. _.· ·..~. left. up to one man." .
tor in the High School ~quivalency program here. . ·
' '. Champion was caught in
Williams' sister, Nanelle;js a student in the College of Lil:feral Arts. His family lives ,at 811 West River Dr. in Tempi_~ . the. mi,ddle of. a vicious circle
· - he is working for the stu·
Terrace:
dents of F SU but he also 11as
"t to cater' to the Board of Re. gents."'
.
. . . .
·./.
Dr. Alfred H. Lawton, <lfan o{ Acaqetnic Affairs and dea4 1 Dr. Arthur M. Sanderson,'
of fue· College of Medicine and Nursing, was selectedfor inclu! / director of campus publica· · . tions said · the decision made
·sion in the lltq edition of "American Men of Science."
.7d' · '.' 1 ;f,_, . · , .' .· ._._,;' ,' by The. faculty and students ort.
A._
. · •·
M
· ·'
.,e.;r~Q:Ce .< ,_;'1t~ · the / F qU' Board of ·Public;ai
·,_·
· - - tions should have been the.
·" · - ·
- ·
George H. Miller, directo~ of USF"s c ·oopera:tive Educatio~ final 'authority.
"The matter was taken too
-program, represented USF at the . Sout_heastern .Co-Op Conferfa r and the President's deci·
ence at Virginia Polytechnioo.l Institute in.Blacksburg.
Miller was appointed to i:he steering co.riiinlttee for plan~ sion to ·Censor the story, went
ning future conferences. Gainesville was selected1 'for the 1969 against his own appointed
Board and the faculty of the
·
conference.
English Department.
"A liter ary m agazine must
be ·given more freedom than i3.
Antho~y· j_ .Girgenti, . re~earch ass·is.t a~t: in chemis try, ~vas student newspaper ," Sa r;idera warded first place in ,outstanding student papers competition' son stressed, " because of _j_ts
at the American Chemical Society Meeting-In-Minia ture in Or- selective group of .r eaders. "
"We expect the 700 people
lando May 9-11. Girgenti is the first USF gradua te student to
who bought our literary magawin the compe tition.
zine this year to be of a differenf type than the 10,000
people who r ead our newspa.per every week."
".I think the students protesting a t FSU were quite justified . . . what disturbs. m e
: terribly is the attitude of
· some of the public and legislaJors toward these students.
.
.
. .
"I saw the students myself
and they were demonstrating
very peacefully a nd simply
QUESTION: Wha t is · the . Ombudsma n progr am using the free r ight of assem-·
ble."
Thomas · Mitchell assistant
a nd :has ther e b een aey :work .done on this program ?
of E nglish, said he
profes~or
the
in
is
.
ommittee
c
,
, · ANSWER.: · The Om!:mdsman
prn~ess of b e m g establlsh e d by P ?weH Gewu~z, and thinks the censorship issue at
•Louis LaGra nde . The purpose of this prog r a m will b e _ FSU " was taken too far a nd
to a_c t a s a central 'infor m a tion link b e.t w ee n a dminis- blown up way out of proportion. "
trat10n and s tude nts ,
"F ur thermore, I don't think
QUESTION: Are there a ny organizations which Sandy (Dr . Sander~on) woula
ar~ a dive in the d e velopment of the USF Riverfront?
want President Allen telling
ANSWER: Alph a P hi Omega, m en!s r.lationa l ser- him what s h o u 1 d a nd
vice frat e rnity, has a ' com·m itte e , h ead ed b y Jim shouldn't be published.
Krog , whic h is pre s ently cleaning up the Riverfront
Mitchell said if "wp at a lita nd. w orking in conjunction with the Student Ass ot:ia - •·· erary .magazine says is offen'
tio~ for f ur ther de v elopme nt.
sive or obscene (to you), don't
read it .- go buy a comiC
QUESTION: Why doesn't the Security force tick et book instead.'. '
to
ht
broug
is
it
i mproperly par k ed s taff car s when
" Our' goal is to teach ·the
their a ttention?
journalism student the prciper
· ANSWER: If a s tudent info:rms an office r of an function of a newspa per,"
i m proper ly p ark e d car in an .a r e a n e ar to the m a nd said Walter E . Griscti, generthe officer does not tic k et the car- then the s tude nt al manager of The Oracle.
mus t -turn the name · of the office r in to t h e Security
"If newspapers outside the
Offic e .. Howev~rr if the car is parked in a not h e r park- university community° use·
ing lot .the n ft is up to the Security g u a rd to g o a nd four-letter words in their publication, I'd . approve · the use
·
t iCke t it: .
of such words in The Oracle."
T. w. Graham Solomons,
QUESTION: I s the r e a limit on how many c hilpre&ident of Amer ican Associ.
'
d r e ri ca.ii u se the Argo pool ?
. ~SWER: · Th(! policy s tates tha t the ·p ool is for ation of .University P rofessors
th~ u se . of USF ·s tudents , fac ulty , s t a ff a nd their _ at USF, said "TM real dan·guests. A s urve y .w as t a k en . r e c,ently to d e termine ger in censuring · one thing,
how many chUdren w e r e unaccomp anied at the p ool. means you approve of everyD et a ils of the poll. w e r e not availa ble a t press time . thing else you do not censor. "
" Furthermor e, the presi·
- .
.·
I
QUESTION: Tpe re seemed t o be a m Lxup on the .~ denfof a university should not
da tes. of the e·n d of classes for n ex t yea r's Qu a rter II be . r esponsible for everything:
and ·Gaspavilla Holiday. Wha t a r e the exac t d a t es?. published through the · school.·
. · ANSWER: d a'sp arilla b a y is Feb. 10 a nd cla sses' . "Aµthorities in . the field ?f:
Utera ture should JUdge the lltt II F b 28
dQ
erary merit of · a. work, aft.
.
e n . u a ri er 1- . e.,;' . '. . . . .
QUESTION: Why won't s tudents who will b e se-1 · er all, we can't all be expected
niors a t the end of this qu a rter b e g iv e'n s enior p r iv i- to be. specialists in everyt4ing:"'
·
l eges for .r egis tra tion Qua rte r IV?
·
nt
e
·.s'
nts
e
. ~SWER: Ther e will b e cn o appointm
out :by·the Reg ist rar 's Office for r egist ration this com - ..
in g qua rter, t her efor e ; r:egist ration will be on a fir s t -

By MARILYN MUNYER
Staff Writer

Receives Award

. USF Dean Honored

"

.

! ·.

I11er - ften· 5·.'.: Qp,n·

Girgenti Awarded- ·First

~DIAL619~

<

ccime-first-sei'v ed' ·basis~

• l

J.aworski . said his philoso- .
phy of a literary magazine is
to : "get as much aesthetic
,.
. ~
merit as possible,. .
"However, if I see something that I think will offend
others (especially the administr'ation), !!ll leave it out. ·
"I've always felt a threat'of
censorship· from t~e administration, I knew that if I wanted
the literary magazine- to sui.vive, I'd have to edit certain
words"- Jaworski said.
Ja~vorski said that he felt
the protesting ·students at
FSU aren't necessarily fighting for the survival of their
literary magazine but
"they're just fighting repres-.
sive administrative action in
general. ·
"I'd print any four-letter
words if I thou:ght I'd succeed
in a fight against the administration and legislature, however I've never seen any big
battle foughl:' by the students
to survive.
"The strength at every
Florida university has been in
the political cons,ervatives."
Sanderson, " director of the
Office of Campus Publications, said in the statement:
· "Mr. Shobe, cor rectly stated
th .at the editors substituted
the French ·word 'merde' for
the more common four-letter
American expletive an d he
argued, with justification, that
his .character Cra,ig Roland
would not, by an stretch of
the imagination, have known
the m eaning of the French
derivative.
"Mr. Shobe went on to infer
that his efforts were censored
because of fear of repercussions from the a dministration
and surrounding political atmospbere.
"It is a t this point that . a
reply is necessary ; r egrettably; The Oracle gave no opportunity for a direct reply
last week so tha'.t r eaders ,
could have had both sides of
t)1e case to judge for them'
seives:· ·
"The substitution of a French
expletive for the commonly. used American one was made
by the editor. There was no
discussion with the literary
consultant to the magazine,
Dr. Joseph Bentley, associate
professor of English, nor with
me.
, ! ' M~.. ~aworski applied his
o.wn ..~t;uida rds·· of tast.e and .
exercis.ed his .own prerogative
of editing, as any good editor
,
should.
think; however , that
'T
Mr. J aworski erred iri not
discussing the sub~titution
with the author. (If he did,
ther:e was no point in Mr.
Shobe's letter.)
"Further , if the editor had
. talked with Dr. Bentley cir me,
we would have voiced no
objection to use of the original
expletive. It was appropriate
to the context, and I think
that the small, literate group
which has a choice of going to
_tpe Bookstore to pa y 25 qents
for .a . copy would not have
been offepdeCl by use of the
original word.
"On thy one hand, I wish
that Mr. . Shobe, had · ad.dressed his legitimate c;:riti- ·
cism and ire solely to the student editor s of the South Florida Review without irrelevant
side issues · and 'conjecture
about c·e nsorship and r'eptes- '
sion in relation to · the m agaStudents for McCarthy will · stage a rally in Lowry Park
zine. On the other hand, I
Saturday at 4 p.m. The r ally will feature delegate spea kers,,
must defend Mr. J aworski,
a bancl, games, political skits and free foud.
whom I respect a·nd who, a s
editor , has the right of exercising his own editorial j udg- r1&'\Thn:1wmt:!:IWiti:tfi\@'l&::~IBI%l:iE'hW5ffH:B~?:lE.'1XSts~:nt:".EWi\l%t'!%KwU®:ITirnJc%:&ra
ment. Sorrw m ay feel tha t he
erred, but this is not censor'
ship. "

no

.

Hoffer ·Case ·
Postponed
The hearing scheduled
today for James Hoffer has
been postponed. A new
date · has not been set but
will probably be s ometime
in June, according to Herbert .J. Wunderlieh, . vice
president · of Student Affairs.
Hoffer w as suspended
Nov. 2 by t he USF Board
of Discipline and Appeals
for an alleged theft from a
soft drink machine in a
r esidence hall. His hearing
today was to have been before Assista nt Attorney
General Rivers Buford who
would ~then ·ha ve made a
r ecommendation to the
Board ' of Regents . on Hoffer's appeal.
. Buford could not. a ttend
today ·~·hearing.

Gene Wows 'Em
At Curlis Hixon

In Political Rally
-. By HILDA LOUGH
Staff Writer

·McCarthyites were out in full for ce last Wednesday to ·greet
tlle . man for. whom !hey push door bells, wear buttons, hcild'
· .
'
·
·
r allies a nd paint signs.
a nd
Minnesota
Sen. Eugene McCarthy, senior senator from
Democr aUc_P~esid~ntial _candida te, paused in Tampa 19 hours
before con~mumg h is whirlwind tour through Florida in an a ttempt to wm over the state's 61 delegate votes.
The sena tor had spoken in Talla hassee, Jacksonville and
Orlando befor e flying to Tampa to cap his day with a dinner
a ppearance and a major a ddress at ·Cur tis Hixon Convention
Center .
F ollowing his arrival at Tampa I nternational Airport
McCar thy, r ode to the Cass Street " McCar thy for President' ;
headquarters. where he spoke briefly and shook hands with sup.
. .
porters.
U:SF".:.sup~~
of
.
:alrqost,,entire~y
. A 50-ca r motorcade, compose~
-porters, precedeu ··McC~rthy to the Tampa-Sheraton ·Motor Inn
··
where the s enator stayed dur ing his visit.
McCarthy appea red briefly at a r eception-dinner being held
a t the hotel in his honor befor e being whisked to Cur-tis Hixon
for his m ajor speech .
USF's Rune Casters .a nd concert pia nist J acques Abram entertained the crowd with song, satir e, and Beethoven's Sonata
Op. 101 in the interim preceding McCar thy 's introduction by
.
Dr. Gr aham Solomons .
. Addressing an a udience of over 3,000 pers ons, t he Minnesota s enator dedicated the greater portion of his 45-minute speech
to the war in Vietnam a nd the r esultfng drain on domestic
spending.
Lashing the war as ·being " contrary to traditions as old as
our nation" a nd " basically un-American" ~in principle, McCart hy pointed out that'the U.S. had been warned against fighting
a ground war in Asia · by politicians, military m en, diplomats,
and historical fact.
He said that the war violated American principles in that
the U.S. had ta ken up arms against a weaker a nd s maller nation ·that was "not threatening us very m uch," and had done so
without exhausting all possible means of diplomatic settlement
or negotiations .
McCarthy said that the nation baa failed to' "proceed in accord with the decent opinion of mankind" and had become involved in the war without clear reasons a nd objectives.
Speaking cif the economic drain .the war is imposing on dom estic programs, McCa rthy said ~hat economic ..growth is no
longer deperident on war. "We can have economic growth without the artificial stimulation of military expenditures." '
Calling · for a change in the structure of Amer ica n society,
the s enator expressed the need for a mass.ive fiousitig program.
He stated t hat all 'Americans s hould have the right to health,
J
education, a nd a decent job.
In c]osing, McCar thy ur ged businessmen, housewives, faculty
m embers and students to commit themselves a nd assist him in
his campaign by giving their time and effor t. " We .all must t~e
chances on our own futures when the future of tfie nation is involved," he said.
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Kelly Pu:shes Demos
· ~UTOMOTIVE.

'6~Eriglish

··~-: ·.

9~ . LOST AND FOUND"'~,,

To Go Onpledged

Ford-$200.I '~oo.~?, Looking f~r a Presii:l.ent? .'.: 't
23~ St., see between 6-8 p.rn.;1: <· McCarthy s the One.
'., 7,
.3! FOR RENT
.'
: yote McCarthy May 28 ,_.; :, ·.
;:;::~-=~~---.:...
· ..;."--"'-.;;:
· .;;;;- Lost: Silver link bracelilt:o.~~ep
Rot>m-$~0.00 weekly-~~ar :U:Slf. sake. 'Liberal Reward iPhi 935stq:dent,,. Call Richard ~ Brown, 3265. . 12405 N 28th St. .? .if· '
932'-1844 or 248-2922 · £... · .· " ·
J
HELP WANTED·.·' :_;.: c. •, I ,11• WANTED .
.J • }
.~
·
·
"~. ·· . : '. ' Waiter 'trainees needed. Higjl tip
Phot?graphers model, part~tn:ne Income & salary & meals· Las
evemngs.. Send ph,otograpli, and Novedades Ph. 248-4195. i. .;
personal informatioh - ~o. J\oLand
.
. :.
· ;: .
Productions, P.O. , Box 16223, Co~ege . girl to care fqr 1,2,l,·ce11Temple Terrace Fla. ·33617
dren (boy 7, girl 4Xall sum_qi~r;
·
'·
• ·.
.room ·and board. St. Peteribi,irg.
Pleasant surroundings. ~hould
have car. Call 813:.s!l&:l27P•, ;Mr.
" or Mrs. J. W : Carr;o~ III · ·;1 -.

1I

By.IlESLIE.TAYLOR

J

~·udge Drops

State Sen. Scott Kelly, DLakeland, said .here last
Wednesday that l_ie feels hiS
unpledged slate of delegates
will best represent the people
of Florida at the Democratic
National Convention.
Kelly pointed out that his
.delegation, with 10 Negro
members, is the !first in the
,history of Florida to provide
· equal representation for Florida's Negro Democrats,

15. SERVICES OFFERED '>''' .:

Typing & photoc~pying.~,''I'~rm
papers, etc. ·Contact"?Vl:r.,,·H:6gan
.
.
·,_,
'
or Miss Adams . at · 8~9-1q~ilt8 · to
charges · pf po~~siOil " :·of 5 or 839~219 evenjng~. ·. :U:i·.
marijuana agaiiist ,2o~year:o1d 21. ·PERSONALS , . "
Bernard Lee' "BackStrlan; ' 2 Don't Waste your Note. '.f; ...
CB.S, were dropped 'l~st Tue5- Vote McCarthy May 28 fi ::
day by Justice: of''fri.e'~Peace
Marion Hendry . ·on th e _
grounds tha,t it was, an ilfegal·
arrest. :"« <:·· i' :
·

Pot char9.
e~:
.
~

f .,

Kelly, an unsuccessful candidate for the Democratic
nomination for governor in
1966, , maintained that there
!Vas nothing in it for him .in
'being on the delegation.

Backsma~' ·{w~·s :' .arre~ted

near USJi];o~ ~Aprif ·2 s:'l;>qt' his ·
attorney,'~ 'J::(e'r,J)-: .· ~oldbiirg,
moved for· ' dismis.sal of . the
charges· torl6W):ng .. the arresting' office'P s«testiniony th'at'he
picket(up ..Backs'm~n because.
he looked suspicious.
Hendry; ·i ho said he disap-·
prov.es.tOf. the use of marijuana, stated..that nevertheless,
these cases ·have to be made
legally. • I
. ' .. ':" .. " .

. '.p

·~ ~

.

,•

Smath~rs Coming

To USF Friday

/Vote Set

(

'~ . {Cbntinued from Page 1)
•..:'

awqi:d "the highest h o n o r
that can be bestowed" to· a
faculty member here.

Official Notices

AEGEAN publication Is expected
In mid-July or Au11ust. watch for sum-·
mer
distribution
dales In The Oracle.
, This is the first year the Those who reserved
books and who will
not
be
on
campus
summer may
~ward has been. awarded at ·Piek up their copies1his
when they return
commencement. Morgan said to school Jn September. Those who will
not return to the campus may have
this will lend more dignity t'o their
books mailed to them upon receipt of so cents malling fee "and mail·
the award.
Ing address at Office ot campus Publl·
223 University Center.
· He , said it was hoped that cations,
BASIC STUDIES ADVISEES: Deg.
ree-seeking students enrolled In the Col·
the winner will become the lege
of basic Studies are expeeted to
principal speaker at Honors meet with their advisers prior to the
end
of
this term. for Quarter IV pro·
COnvocation next fall. "This gram planning.
·
Students
do not expect to enrol I
will give the members of the for Quarterwho
IV but who plan to return
student body a .chance to be- , In Quarter 1 should also see their ad·
COme acquainted with the I Vi~ers
1 program
prior totorthequarter
end Of this
term. planning
.
1
ideals and ' philosophy , 'of the· Basic St).ldie.s advisers are located in
· •• • 1 t h
'
·
the tollowmg offices:.
rec1p1en .,.
. Anthropology, Area Studies, Geogra-·
!";Any Stlldepts~ that are "nOt_.J ~~' History, Social Sfien~.es •- FOC
ilble ·to , come to .t he meetin!!'
Art, Humanities, Theatre, ~rt, E!luca-,{
...·tiril'
. •.. e. -may''pl1.:l\."Up'''t
~ , ""'-"
. hew
.r .•·''1J.l<m
.,.. t=Al:f 2-!!J4,.r-HY·~''·
·a. tfc.,..,.
u1iS"
::As!roncmy;'-"""'·'·1·" ....,.,
ilallot:in the Office of Studerit LI~0d~~-~- 1 ·P.r.e-~~V Zoology, ·et~ , '7'
Organizations until 5 p.m.
Busine~s· Adminis!ration - BUS 4'11.!
,
Education - E·DU 112.
Engineering - ENG 304• •
English, Journalism, Philosof)hy Advisees A·K: FAH 269.
Advisees L-Z; FAH 266.
Languages .- .. FOC . 105.
Mathematics - PHY 316,
Music ..,. fAH207.
· Phvsics·- PHY )15..
:t{g~~
Political Sdence, ·Pre-Law-BUS 451.
.Psychology - University Apt. 17,
Sociology ' - BUS 451.
Speech ....,.E;NG 34."
· .
Speech" Pathblogy-Unlverslty Apt. 30,
ADVISING '.- , UNDECIDED MA·
JORS:
.
Friday, "May 24, 9 a.m. to noon, PHY •
'
. 211.
Students not pre-scheduled during this
period m~$t wait _yn,til · r.egistratlon.
1968

"I HAVE NO desire to hold
political office and am not
running for governor in 1970,"
he said.
The Smathers and McCarthy slates represent the -" gag
rule," Kelly explained, because the delegates are bound
on the first ballot, and only
rarely has more than one ballot been necessary.

U.S. Sen. George A. Smathers will be at USF Friday
from 2 .to 4 p.m. He will address a rally here but also
wishes to walk around cam"We have honest-to-God
pU.S and .talk with students conservatives and honestabout their views of this politi- to-God liberals who are not
ca.l year.
hypocrites, and because of the
This visit is part.of his Flor- split vote policy at the conida tour durin~ which he · ·
hqpes to gain support for his
"favorite son" s1ate. This

~..

Bulletin Board •notices should be sent
DIRECT.' to "Director, Campus Publications, CTR 223" no later than Wednes·
day noo~ for publication the following
Wednesday. Send ·news items direct to
"Ealtor, The Oracle, CTR 222,'' ext.
' 619.

· ventfon, we will be able to
vote as we Wish."

. Staff Writer

Plane!arlum.
WHAT, 5 ·p~m.r'RAN '114A.
Panhellenic Reception, 3 p.m., CTR
Iota Dinner, 5:30 p.m.. RAN 109
248. '
E~~erlcan .Soci~ty ·fo~ ketals Banquet,
Band Concert, 3;30 p.m., Theatr~.
MONDAY
.
7 p;m., CTR'255-6.
;
.
Co-Operative Education Information
IFC Putil>c .Relations, 7 p.m., CTR
. •
.
...
Session, 2 p.m., CTR 248.
Women's Club Bridge, 7 p.m., CTR
' Speed ·Readln1, 7,p.m., ·ADM 121 &
255.
'
CHE 102. ·
". :
Pjano In Pre-,Schoci,1, :mo .p:m., F AH
TUESDAY
225·
•. ;
Dean'~ Luncheon, noon, CTR 255-6.
tfSenlor Satire Play·Productlon,. a p.m.,
BSA.
'
. "
,C.o-Op Education
slate is composed of state
Alpha Hall Oufdoor Movie, 8:30 ·p.m.,
TODAY
Democrats ,such as State Sen.
Ai~GOS.
First·Class
sessionPeriod
for co-op
con.High School. FRIDAY
Art Co~test, ~II · day, · going
on Training
Qu,astudents
rter IV ·Ben Hill Gn'ff'In, US
· •
CTR
1os.·
.
.
who
have
regis!ered
tor PSY 213, Ap- gressman Claude Pepper and
Supervisors : Class, 8:30 ·a.m., CTR plied ,psychology, or soc 261, Soclal
200~ · ' " ·
.
· · . Problems: PSY meets at 2· p.m. In US Co
S
G'b
"'Students, for; McCarthy;.. 2·p.m.,. CT:R ENG 3 and soc meets at 2 · p.m. In
· ·
ngressman am 1 •
200..
•
, Eng 4.
.
,
bons
,SA Legislature, 7 p.m., CTR 252
'
MONDAY, May 27
' •
E&W.. :'
.
Orientation Session fer all Co-cps ·who
'Jazz .nd Poetry Coffee . House, a will be going on Training Period Quarp.m., CTR.248. 1
"
ter JV, 2 p.m., University Center Ball·
Artist Series ...;. Jacques Abram, 6:30 room.
'
I
p.m., Theatre.
29 ,
..
. SATURDAY
second WEDNES'DAY,
class session forMay
co-ops
taking
IBEGIN DEAD y.-E·EK· :
..
PSY 213 .and soc 261 In Quarter IV.
Installation Ceremonies Sigma Phi PSY meets' at 2 'p.m . In ENG .3, soc
Epsilon.'· 8 a.m., CTR · 200, 201, .203.. meets at 2 p.m. ·In ENG 4.
NDEA· Institute for Disadvantaged, 8
'
, CO·OP NOTICES
a:rri
...EDU.- 'Rooms
.. ! 7:30 ·p.m.. more
wantecl:
S!udents Indian
with one
fourth-or
. Movie'
"Lord.. ·J:J m,''
Ameri):a11
, blood.
1 (any
FAH'101.
· !.
,
1ribel for 'Co-op 'asslgnmeni, w1t1t· Bu\un1v~r.11y., comml/flltv Chorus, 8:30 ': r~au :01 ln<!ia'n .Affairs,, Education;:map;m;;~ThF~tre.
" l : I '
' ' ' ' for.s•1>referrecl but o,ther; ·are9S1'C~epted,
L"b'
h
b t w en
q;S.tr~e'f.-,Da~e:~! , ,p.m.,.qR\ w~st, Pit-' , ~e , Mr; · L pfo,!1/:~P Offlce,.~eNG -37,
l rary
ours· e · e ·
'~-~:!a&•ll8: .of · Pf~~~ts,~. ~r:~ .~'.':';< exp~~· ·· ;_; -~--,~~. .3 , •;',._::: . Q~~
, .•~r · m·',r.aJ?.~ .•Quar_·ter_.tJ:Y
~:.-~-.t-'.~··t .•iji.<.-;- ,-"f4ii"'{L · ,:11;-· !+'¥?'~¥ ..
~~;. ~ .,;-:;:'.1
1 · . , -. ·. •. .- ·
; i · i. .. • .. ~: ·':
"~· _-'. .
are as·follows:.. " · ~~L

L•b rary Hours
•
change Dunng

Quarfe·r Brea·k '
I

)

-·

Women's Clul>

Names Officers
The USF Woman's Club
held its annual luncheon and
installation of officers Monday
at the Causeway Inn.

'

'

: ,{_ P
.~. - lliO

u..Speaker

June 8 - · closed, June 9 -

·· ..

'

cl:!.i

P!'-", Hel'bel,i:,. Kimmel, pro-

Dr. Kimmel's · research,
which deals with conditiorung
'
of visceral behavior .(blush.fqtiriial ,of·Experimental Psy- ing, sweating; and stomach
ch_9logy,. spoke.to.Psi Chi ~d movement) 1_ contri~utffi. . furg~~~tS recently a bout "some ther .to ilie mass of' data illdiCampus ·Date Book · ne'w.·approaches to condition- cating tl,lat "there is nothing
/ Gv.r"" r'. Time and room number~ ct campus
that can be· called 'behavior'
,. ,
· ' ··
... organizations meeting regularly are ing".
~jt/
.
~:p, ~
·
~1 posted en the bulletin board at the Uni· · Dr. Kimmel, who r eceived that cannot be conditioile'd.
versity Center lobb'y desk.
WEDNESDAY
High School Art Contest, all day, his B.A•. from the University
This le~ds to the . t!]oilght
W CTR 108, . ·
of Florida, · his M.A. . from
that perhaps conditioning can
5 1
NYU and completed his Ph.D•.
conceivably contribut!! . .to a
p 2QQ,
I
at
the ' University of Southern
Students for McCarthy, 9 a.m., North
method
of cancer treatment.
Center lobby.
,
,
Blood Drive, 9 a.m .. CTR 252 e & W California, developed in his Dr: Kimmel encouraged fuSenior Class Dinner Dance Ticket talk the fascinating and en- .
. Sale, all week 10 a.m., South Center couraging thought that the fu- ture scientists who niigpt · be
lobby.
Economics Tutoring, 2 'P·"'- BUS 318.
Co-Op lnfonnation Session. 2 p.m., ture of all sciences depends discouraged becailse "it's all·
EN,G 3.
upon its ;past.mistakes as well been discovered."
Education Assoeiation, ·2 p.m., KIVA.
IFc· Award . Presentation, 2 p.m., as its past succe.sses.
Crescent Hill.
He advised his audience to
Reader's Coffee House, 2 p.m., ENA
10
be
impressed not so much by
j~j
hm Classics, 2 p.m., BSA.
o .
Sr. Accounting, 2 p.m., BIJS 107.
what
has been done, but by
'j}i
Cathlllc Student Organizations, S
p,m., RAN llOA.
.
the
vast
.number of doors :left
i\
Dean's 'Dinner, 6 p.m., CTR 255·6.
{!
Film Classic, 6:30 p.m., BSA.
to
be
opened
by inquiring
·
4,,,.,. · Conf.,
American Federation of Teachers
8 p.m., CTR 248.
minds,
The
Florida
Engineering
· "Barber of Seville," 8:30 p.m., Theatre..
·
Society and the EngineerOfficers and· new Psi Chi
THURSDAY
ing College Association will
High School Art contest, all day,
members
were initiated at the
CT·R108.
have a joint meeting today
Facutty-stalf Luncheon, noon, CTR
Spring Banquet at the Cause252 E&W.
a t 2 p.m. in the Physics
way Inn recently.
Auditorium (PHY 141).
25~~~11 Degree. Lunc~~on, noon,· CTR
f~sor o( •Psychoiogy .at Ohio
U..ii;versitY~ ·a nd edltor of the

"Favorite son candidates
are· 'being. rejected across the
nation in other primaries,"
Kelly said.. "Even Claude
Kirk ended .up as only a delegate."
Kelly said he tried to make
his delegation as representative as possible of the population of Florida, with 46 of the
delegates from the most populous 11 counties.

Package Store

,
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Tickets Ori
Sale Now
Phone 229-6517

FRIDAY
JONE 7TH.
8:15 P.M.
eLJRTIS
HIX0N HALL
TICKET. MAl.L ORDEJ!S NOW .
. ~ _.~00..; ~OD ,:~·75 , $4:~:,,.
· ·:,_ CURTIS l!IXON HA1:1.' ·>... B.. OFflCE'
TAMPA, FLORIDA

ox

CH EC KS PAYABLE TO
CURTIS HIXON HALL

TICKETS ALSO ON SALE AT: All

s=-E~~E

Sears stares in Tampa, Clearwa•

ter, St. Petersburg and Lakeland,'
.and at llelk-Lindsey of Brillon.

historian.
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Engineers

Here Today

A~

MEN! COME SEE HOW YOU
CAN SAVE AT LEAST 53o/o ON

SUllS·SPORI COATS $
.

'.

ALL FIRST QUALITY
·from one of America's top makers
Why !)ay 2 to 3 times as much for men's
clothing
comparable value? Let us show
you how Miracle '88's nationwide factory.direct "supermart" concept can enable you to
dress better ••• for less! See the latest styles
and colors. Feel the quality fabrics and t ailoring. Every garment guaranteed· to wear as
well or better th ari those at twice the prfce.

of

A Medical Answer For

MUSCULAR

Low Ba.ck Pain
'

Ample Free Parking
:I:;

~ SELF SERVICE ~

"

~ , SUITCENT/l ~

Promptly Relieves Pain
So Stiff Musdes Loosen Up and
You.'re Back Into Action

~

S'C

~ 6019 N.DALEMABlY ~ JOSEPH

~
"

~ HOSPITAL 0
~

lo.
r,.........,,..,..:.~-...1 ~

ocroRSwho specialize in b.ack troubles rep0rt mo.st
aching backs-are due to weak, tense muscles
which can go into painful spasm as you suddenly
bend, stretch or twist. To·relieve such backache doc·-·
tors recommend the pain.relief compound in Anacin• ·-·~
Analgesic Tablets. And Anacin gives you more of this ·::.=._
medication than any other leading tablet.
Anacin is a special fortified formula. It promptly
relieves pain, helps reduce swollen tissu~s, and so releases pressure on sensitive back nerves. Then notice
how stiff muscles loosen up and you move around with
greater ·ease.
'
.
Only Anacin has this.special fortified
formula. It's not found in any other product. See if Anacin's exclusiv.e formuJCcl
doesn't work better for you.

NEW
TAMPA
STADIU/i\

D

Check our stock of:
• 3-pc. suit ensembles
• One and2-pan!s suits
• 2 and 3 button models

• Sport coats • Blazers
• All Weather Coats.

1

L

·

f

·-s=tJiJ~

.

Curtis Hixon Box Office

secretary, Mrs. E dmund

hom• will be,..
sumed on June 10.

"HAYDON BURNS . is on
the Smathers delegation and
he might vote for Nelson
Rockefeller," Kelly said.

A USF 'COED, Susan Cameron, 3SPA, will be a member
of the Kelly delegation if it is
elected, although her name
will not appear on the ballot
·Margaret B. Fisher, dean of . Tuesday.
women, is one of 30 educators
She did not turn 21 in time
attending a workshop in for the qualifying date.
Washington this week to work
on legislature designed to double Negro e.nrollnients in colHENRY'S
leges. and universities. The
workshop is being sponsored
by the· U.S. Senate Labor and
Slightly used golf balls
Public Welfare Committee.
30c & SOc ea.
,,.
Negroes make up 5.6 per
cent of the total student enCOLDEST BEER
rollment, Dean Fisher said.
IN TOWN .
\ ....
The workshop will deal with
ways t o increase the figure to
I
10 · per cent within , several
12309 Nebraska Ave.
years.
(Just A Little N. of Fowler}
'()PEN 10 A.M. - 12 P.M.
Dean Fisher is scheduled to
return to her office Thursday.

.

" • . '. . ·

· ··

Dean' Fisher
At Workshop

'

Ju:~n~G--s8 a~:·t:: ~:::: ~~~·Fr~n~u~!~~-~:~~c:~

· "

Kelly complained that the
S m a th e r s delegation con-

A fashion show, under the
direction of Mrs. Robert O:i j,
Fuson, was presented by Penney ,s of · Westshore, Wl"th c1ub
members serving as models
Mrs. LeRoy Collins 'attended
as a guest of Miss Margaret
Chapman.
New·officers installed were:
¥rs. ,. .Charles W,il~y! · ~JJ~~dentr Mrs. ; John~Gl'1fi1th.~ fll'St·
vice-president, Mrs. Raymond

7·p5'.1>c:hi"' Clu.b· ·H~ds..:,··..
I

KELLY SAID his 'delegates
have been t aking polls to determine who t he people of
Florida think·should be nominated. He said· they were unpledged because they did not
want to commit themselves to
a candidate now;
They want an opportunity to
see what a ll the· candidates
will do between now and the
convention August 26 in Chicago, he said.

tained ~8 public office-holders
or their wives out of 61 delegates. · ·

FSU '"Jlff~(ts · Sftld8ht Freedom
1

'\...

0Rl\.CLE

~~.
r
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EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

Was It"" Censorship~
.

·. CensorshiP' at Florida State Uni- .
versity escalated out of proportion,
but from it can come a revision in
th~ $1ate system that will promote
better student education.·
'There were cries of censorship.
But .was it censorship? The Board
Qf . Regents operating manual
names the presidents of ,state universities as publishers of' all student publications.
1
A member of .an organization is
only exercising his duty by extracting items from his production.
In this sense it was not censor~
ship; But is a university president
able or qualified to .maintain ·this
control over campus publications?
- Does he have the time and
knowledge of journalistic or liter-

.

ary techniques to be the final auth9rity on publication of articles?
He does .not.

.A. complete re-evaluation. of the
system of student publications
should cdme about from the recent
cases of supposed. censorship at
the University of ·Florida ahd Florida State.
The Board of Regents should
ta}\e a· long second look at university publication. systems a n .d,
· with th~ aid of authodties on coliege publications come up with a·
system that would .give students
the practical experience of the re- ·
sponsibility of publication and the
guidance of knowledgeable advisers.

Draft Controversy Continues
. Male- senior,s who will .graduate
this year are faced with the controversy of draft deferments and· its
effects on graduate school.

ments · were abolished this year,
there was always a hope that the
law would be changed or the Viet- .
nam war would be t.e rminated by
· the time of-his graduation.

.. -

.~

. . '

By.MARILYN MUNYER " Stud~nt Co'Pm~tary
The contr~versfal .issu~s at Florida
State University inv.~ive. diS!JU.t~s much
more · controversiai than the use· :of
.four-letter words . in c~~pus~ "publica- ..
tions. The final result of · ·this issue
could have a great affect on the freedom of students and !faculty all over
the state of Florida.·.
The students protesting . at FSU.
were entirely justified .Jn their ·actions
. were simply exercis~g~the ftee rig)lt .to .- .
assembie and speak.' . .
·.
FSU President John Champion had
appointed a student ·~. 'taculty:board .t~
take on the responsibil!ty o~ ·determining what material .shoUld be, submitted
in campus publications.
.

.

WHAT WAS IDS p~pose . of ,appointing this board if he was going to turn
against their 'final judgment to print
something?
Billy 0 . Boyles, adviser to FSU
campus publications, _took the story
to be ~'filthy an~ offfnsi,v~." .
By..doing this, he"not only took on a
responsibility whicl): was. not rightly
his, but he also went against the decision of literary - profession.als in .the
FSU English Departm.ent. )3dy,les also
admitted that he is not an authority on
literature.

-

..

.. .

:. ' \1._>: ~.

. the faculty .a nd. student$ involved in
the d~onstration shoUld be expelled.
ALUMNI ()FFIC~ . and Atty.
Gen. Earl'<Fa;irclo~ went along with
· Horne's suggestion to expell the dem-

. , .-

~~:

pnstr~tor~.
'
r,!"
Do Horne and thes~Q other offidals
realize what they are proposing?
When ,you take awayi.'< a person's
right ot speak and a'.ssemble peacea"

bly, one is g?ing against ever~tngl
our country stands for and guarant~
in the constitution . : . all I can say~.to
·this is, I hope that such people are,1irr
the minority.
·

StUdents, .Admin.isfration Must
·A~'Cept Their own :Proposals
.

(

By FRANK WINKLES
Student Commentary

his first cry is -usually: for help from
uni~rsity administration~ If .a student is
caught cheating say on the·GRE (Gradu. ate Record Exam) - then he begs for
administrative expneration. '.-Students are
·no_>-desirous .<if Fl/LL student .rights.

versities are to educate, not to . judge
morals.
·
The Universities should' give students
Students in Florida's universities are
responsibilities, an~ · when a .student goes
asking for libei;ation from excessive adbeyo,pd these responsibilities they should
ministrative rules and regulations. They
be punished - not arbitrarily - but by a
are asking ·for more student rights. ,And
· duly .constituted authority, be it the local
administrators are encouraging students
ADMINISTRATORS BEG OFF that
courts in a law-breaking case, or by a
to take on the responsibilities which they
students are unwilling 1to 'accept reuniversity board if rules are broken
feel students must assume. Yet I argu!;!
sponsibilities, yet these same adminiswhich
specifically pertain to the Univet· that each group is not willing to accept trators refuse 'to give students the same
sity.
e.ither of their ' own proposals to their · .responsibilities as, the average' citizen. If
Until students are willing to assume
fullest extent
a student is twenty-one and l wants to
).
.
'
. ,.
responsibilities which are an inherent
drink in liis· dQrnl mom then he should
Students ~re not willing to shed the
part. of the rights which they are clamcoverings of-in loco parentis and accept .b.e allowed ' to do so. If he ·is under
oring for, and until university adminisfull responsibilities and thereby reap the ·twerity-one arid is caught di-inking in his · trations ar~ Willing to relinquish their
qorm
room
-then
·he
should
be
·turned
justice of . their own actions. If they
. parental attitudes and give students thefr
over to the local authorities, and'· treated
were, then · they would never have tried
innate rights, then we will only . have
the
same
as
any
minor.
'
to go beyond the terms in the Preamble
more of the ludicrous situations like
of their own Student Bill of Rights which
.If
unmarried student lives off camthose at Barnard College and Florid~
states that students · shall ·obey 109al,
pus · with another -unmarried student of State University and possibly someday;
state, .and federal statutes.
the opposite sex, this should be •no par- similar situations at the University .of
If a student is arrested for a crime
ticular concern to the University. Uni·
South Florida.

an

BOYLES AND Champion cannot be
expected to be authorities on all subjects therefore, it. seems that the final
authority in this case should have been
entrusted to those in the field of literature.

· . Legislators have ·it . in their
.hands to change-the present draft
Graduation time is here, and it
·.system that is. affecting the natfon
is doubtful that any coricrete steps
· in the same way it affects the· indiwUL be taken to change 't he draft
.r.
viduals involved. They ·have the
law: Peace talks · in Paris are, of
p0.wer. to propose a lottery system,
course, a major 'step foward ~ndHoy;ever, Boyles ·also had to worry'
·
·
ing the crisis in VietnartL
· ··
. about what the Administration, Board
a..system to take· all high. school
oL Regents, and aµ the other highergraduates, anything that · ·w ill not
UNFORTUNATELY-,. the ihdi-. · ·· ups in· the corporate university . struc,
. ' ;
· jeopardize. our chances of irnprov- - vidual senior cannot sit down ' to · . tur~ . wpuld liave thc:iug~t . if, t~e so- .
irig as a nation. ·
wait for the success ,of
peace'· ·canea·· 1'obscene" story had b~ri pub. Heads ·of graduate schools .all
talks or the change in draft defer'lished.
over the nation have come up with
meilts. He has to make p~a~s.' . :. , . . ,
One not only has to recognize the
astOriishing enroll~ent figUres. .
Entering graduate ·- schools r!'!- , ; )imitations of campus publications but
<:·THE ~ITY of Michigan . quires a great deal of preparation . it m11$t also recognize the limitations
expects a drop iri its graduate en-. 'and consideration, both for the stu~ . . of .jts. readers and their communities.
rollment; Northwestern · predicts
dent and his chosen school.
'
: A 'UNIVERSITY newspaper is disth~t 65 per cerit of their totaf grad-.
Now that North Vietriam . and
tributed to everyone and therefore, it
uate school will be lost and at Iowa ·the Unite d States haye agreed to
' must be more selective in its choice of
the graduate school program Will
settle their disputes through non~
· woids and subjects. ·
·
. be cut short .by 17 per cent.
··
violent means~ for the welfare of
A literary magazine, on the other• , ;'_ At Ohio State · an official was · the people in both countries, - it . hand·, should be gi.ven much more freequoted saying that their graduate
woUld be timel~ for ~raU d~cisim · dom and its material should be judged
program Will bP decreased by an . makers to mod~fy _their system and
on its litearry merit a.Ione.
_,,,.
· t , 1i::oo
' ·.. tu',L · .
. .. therefore contribute to the welfare
.
,
, .
..
.. . ~ .. . · 1-f: . Iffour-lett~ w6rds contribute tO the \
. apprmqma e,. ."' ·S -=nts. ,, ., "'"·.4:..:..1:-~f ii~A:~-"" ~- ""'.fig~
'·. ·~ ~
.>our UniV,ersify~, wfr'f{B: gra<ifitaf"e#~-..9 .~ . . J.P~.~!.~~t.........,. --· - ·-·. . .. -- .. :..._" ~' ~t' .o~ a llteraey.,~,~~k;_such&wsrds;~.., 11:) :1\ .. L
pfogram fa' 'its early stages,;··wiU .
.,
Just,1f1ed. ~oweve:-, r~ f?ur-Iettei: wo:ds ·,
cetfainly suffer from· these ' gradu:
·\
.
~re used for Obsc~mty S·Sake, publish.,,
afo school deferments and so will
.'
mg them would be inexcusable.
tQe other major universities in
. .
CONCERNING · THE actions of the
Florida.
'
'
Good Ne¥{$
FSU demonstrators, I
find. no rea..' -T.here is little hope that a dras._
·
· ·· · 1 · · ·
· . s,oi:i whatsoever to condemn. them but
A recent UPl'~riews story quotes
·can only praise them for protesting an
tic change Will take place· between
the Defense Department announcissue which infringed on their constitunow and September concerning ing that draft .calls wm.:be.relativetionally'guaranteed righµi. .
.
.
.
. .·~
- ,,. .. .
draft deferments .
'
ly Io\v for the· re°st of 1968. The an~
Since I took part in the sit-in and
: DEPRIVING
graduate
stu- . nouncemerit. eiplains that the June · talked to-many of the students while in
calls had been ~reduced to 20,000 . ·Tallahassee two weeks ago, I can justid ents, .u sually the very .best stufrom
the preViously announced 29,~'
fy my statements when I say the students, of continuing · the.ir formal
.,..
500
and
said that the call' in July
dents were simply exercising their free ;
education, will' have damaging efBy
BRIAN
BEEDllMf
·
'i
iilcreasing · in the :African territories
right to assemble and speak and were
fects-'·on education, occupational · ·_w ill be only 15,000.
Foreign Editpr of The Economist .
under Portuguese rule, where it began
amazingly ·peaceful considering the seforce,. and the general ·welfare of
. This is an abrupt change from
several years ago: .Over 120,000 Porturiousness of the issues involved.
the.country.
· ·
th,e 45,000 men \\iho ·were· called up
A great .many people in. the United
guese regular troop~ ·a re now involved,
States - and fa Canada, .and other counAn immediate effect of_ the low for iliduction in May. According to
I was ~mazed and ex~remely dis·as well as local defense forces, and the
tries of the Commonwealth - find · it
turbed by Senator Mallory Horne's acenrollment in graduate schools is
the Pentagon, the reduction is posfighting has recently reached areas near
hard to follow the tw'ists and turns iii the
·cusaUons that the demonstrators were
the availability of graduate assis.- ·' • sible because more men are rethe Rhodesian border. 1
long drawn out Rhodesian struggle. One
violating university standards and that
tants to teach un~ergraduate
enlisting than expected.
Where. black Africans despair of adcan scarcely blame them. ·
vancing their cause by any means other
courses, an es sential part of all
When -the UN . Security Council, at the
' .
than armed struggle, there develops "a
universities.
end of /).pril, found itself being asked to
classic
war situation" ~ as one of their
approve yet another British · resolution . they number 3~-niillipn 'and makeup a
.· Unless a dras tic change takes
called it last week.
leaders
..
fifth of South Africa's population.
. q1.lling for further economic sanctions
place in the course of the Vietnam
Iiievitably, they seek arms. and aid
.
Under
nominal
British
colonial
rule,
against the illegal government in Rhode;war: there is Httle hope for cha ng anywhere they can, and increasingly
the white settlers ran Rhodesia themsia, public interest in activity at the UN
ing the present dra ft system, espe- .
.they find the best sources are in commuselves,
with
their,
own
armed
forces
-:was mainly focused on the Assembly dedally its effects on the graduate
nist countries.
which, since 1965, take their orders only
bate about the treaty to halt.nuclear proschool.
· JUST AS INEVITABLY, they increasSmith's
illegally
"independent"
from
liferation.
.
.
ingly regard as enemies western coungovernment..
IT IS TIME for some e valuating
~W .PEOPLE NOTICED that so~e
tries which are ·Portµgal's. allies in Nato
Since last year, South African· armed
of our <;>bjectives. If we are to work
thing was happening on the Rhodesian
and major trading partner8 of 's outh Afin
Rhodesia,
forces
have
,
also
operated
for the best interest of the country,
sector, and most of. them probably felt in
rica - and which condemn racism but
helping
the
Smith
government
.
t
o
fight
we .must not jeopardize education,
need of mcir~ information than they got
seem unwilling to help Africa get rid of
off African guerrillas.
,
·
· of all things.
about this complex quarrel.
Before and after Ian Smith's 1965 dee: · racist governments, while willing enough
·. Not that there is much uncertainty
. For the senior who .was in the
"This is a recorded message, . there
With out · further hesitation, ·I called
laration of independence, successive · to do business with those goverrimentS.
information services, 113. The voice, · about the bas.ic facts, which are by now
will be . .. " How many times have you
If southern Africa suffers .the ravages
British governments tried unsuccessfully
middle of his la s t .year in colleg e
widely ·known to Americans as to other
heard
this
doleful
note
as,
in
graceful
which sounded like the last two, came
of a spreading race war, those western
to get Rhodesia's whites to accept a
when the gradua t e .school defe r- .
people. Simplified for brevity, those facts .peaceful and gradual transition to "masincerity, you tried to 'discover a small
a~ross · the line : "May I help you,
countries' that let' theinselves appear almay be'stated as follows.
bit of information iri a small bit of time.
please.'.'
igned . with the side that is ultimately
jority rule. "
Rhodesia is controlled by a small
We . are plagued by what has ,been· ·
Finally, I thought, a human, natural,
doomed to lose such a war will have only
SINCE 1965, the leverage of int.ernawhite minority (95 per cent of the popucalled the Creeping Sickness. No, this ·i~
unrecorded voice. I cried calmly: "Operthemselves to blame if, after watching
tional sanctions has been •increasingly
not a weird disease that strikes in the
ator, could ~you tell me how to get in . lation being African) which aims to ·stay
with horror the engulfment of fifty milapplied, to induce Smith and his followin control. ·
night, that oatches unwary victims and
touch with Curtis Hixon Hall."
lion people and. half a continent i n a
ers to aban~on their attempt .to keep
fells them mercilessly. This particular
"YES, SIR, we have two numbers
IT HAS INVALUABLE backing from
cruel. and long drawn out conflict, they
four-million Africans permanently under
problem is a 'b it more complex and, at
Vol. Z .
May 22, lOOs
No. 35
listed here."
·
·
··
South Africa's whites, whose aims are ···their rule.
find the region's' new masters implacaleast, terribly insidious. .
·.
I knew what it was all about. "Yes,
bly hostile.
The scale of ·guerrilla fighting is still
similar, and whose position is stronger:~
·ACP AUrAl.'tiERICAN 1967, 1968
operator
I tried. both of those numbers
LAS,/WEEK, on Thursday eve~ing,
ANPAPACEMAKER AWARD 196'7
and heard a reeorded voice both .times. .
in a quiet desperation, I. called Curtis
How could I reach the Hall." ·
· ·. P.ubllshecl ·every Wednesday In the . school yea1
Hixon Hall during the Eugene McCarthy,
by the University of South Florida 4202 Fowler Ave ..
Disaster; as I ·assumed, was near.
Rally
.to
find
out
what
time
1t
was
schedTampa, Fla., 33'20. Second clliss post age paid at
"I'm
sorry, sir, but these are the only
Tampa, Fla., 33601, under Act of Mar. 3, 1879. Printuled to end. Logically (and that was my
ed: .BY. tf!e ·Times Pubilshlng Company, St. PliersSpring ts not only the -~•
first mistake) I telephoned ' the box of- . numbers we have listed. I can~ t heip-you, ·
~~
.
son for love, but for oufdoorsl
I'm afraid." .
fice.
Circulation Rates
USF students find the :sb&de Qt
.
.
I DIDN'T know where to turn. First
A teeny, tiny voice came reeling
51~9·11. ·Copy. . <non-students) ~- . ·· -- -. ____ __ . __ __ 10,
trees
near the Argos pool ,it
the
Hall
and
had
received
I
had,
tried
across the thin wire between me and the
MiiU-luiiscrlptlons --· .... ·---- ·-- H School yr.
electronic ' feedback. Next I had paged
welcome oasis to sit doMi a nd
other end. At first I thought it was alive,
·The. Oracle Is written and edited by students llf
relax. and bre&k the' monoton~
thf University of South Florida. Editorial >ltWS. and said ; "Listen, I want to know ·what · the operator, the human, living, breathing (or so l' assumed) operator, and had
"
.
of the day.
'.if;
hertln 1r1 not necessary those of the USF admln. 1ifrl11oil.
·
confronted
with
what
been
equally
,
As I began my dubfous statement, the
Not only is . the poolside ~'. ·
· Offices: UnlversllY center 222, phone 988-41311
seemed to be a parody, if not a r ecordvoice continued on its way, as if I did
Publliher and General Manager, ext. 1618i . News, ext.
place for study · but also t.~
ing itself.,
6.191 i\dvertlslng, ext. 620. Deadlines: general news
not exist, as if my voice didn't matter at
University Cent.er terraei.i
tnd tels, Wednesday for followlng Wednesday ; letters
- I sank into the chair and ... into utter
all.
·
·
to <editor, S p.m., Thursday 1· cllSslfleds, 2 p,m,, Frlthe Library garden and· Cteil'.I
frustration. The .thought came slowly,
•Y· ..
· cent Hill.
·
..·'.';
WELL, POSSIBLY that one voice is
then stormed in on me in a rage. We are
P.ollY · We1Ver . .. .... ... __,, __, . . ...... .. .. .. Editor
recorded
for
a
reasonable
purpose,
I
controlled by machines, and the few inMarie Garcia . . ·---- · · --• ·--- -· ·-- Managing Editor
As the sun
Allan Smith .. .. . ·----" Assistant Managing Editor
opined as I . dialed the manager's office.
stances where tlie machines do not
Connie· Halglty .. .. . ...... ... -- · ·-- Editorial Edilor
the quart(lrs shorter 'niore ··
Jeff. Smith . . . . . ... .. . .. . . ·-- · . ........ News Editor
The answer came quickly, the new so1.1rsquelch us, the people who act as their
mo~ students are n .
Oscar. Ros •..--. .. .. ... . ..... Assistant News Editor
surrogates are. little more and help us
sweet voice poured forth , and I realized
John Caldtrauo __ . . . ... . ·-- .. . . . ·-- Sports Editor
outdoor5 to. receive ·the
• PhRip Runnels __ _ __ __ - _ - Fine Arts Editor.
that, again, I had been :trick_ed by a ma- ·little more.
·
Margie Sisk· .... . - -• ___ .. _ . ·-- Feature Editor
fits
of springtime.
chine. This recording did add that in
Pit Hill _.. _, _
... . __ Advertising Manager
My :: fi;st impression is sometimes
Prof. Walter E. Griscll -- · ._c . . General Manager
cases
of
emergency
a
nd
doctors
that
I
.
As
I
think
of
this
grim
possibili·
wrong.
Dr. Arthur M. Sanderson __ . ·--. .. .. : . . Publisher
could dial another number, which it conty, I pray to the machine that this is not
cisely spew~ at me.
· '
·· tine.
-

"the .

*·*',;*

:t.J.p·Froo.t .
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Rhodesian Strugg{e,
:Hard
.
For Ainericans To .Fol low
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(Ed's Note: This 'edito~ial
was reprinted with f>ermission
f~om · the Tampa Tribune,

.'

.

'

.

1

'

---

football star Kim· H~irim~.
BUT THIS KIND of· · d
count should hardly be n
~ 15.)
,
sary to determine the c
.-,Jt is unthinkable that a. of the university. , '
FLOIUDA.'S .BEST NEWSPAPER
SJ!Rall·group of students,-some
Those policies· are a · ,
of them member.s of a: radical tered· by the presidentJt er
lef_tist organization, c ~ u l d guidelines laid do.wn •11y he
(Ed.'s Note: This editorial been. made the scapegoat for
Perhaps everybody should
brmg about the resignation of Board of Regents. Studen Of
reconsiger.
was reprinted · by permission the whole issue," he said.
the president of' a great uni- faculty .who disa'grtf ve
of The St. Petersburg Times,
vers1ty. .
· .. ,
'. appropr4lte channelsJo .ch
WHAT IS the issuer
THIS IS NOT a bunch of
Yet that ha_s ba~pe,ned ::- to · make ',kn9Wit :tpj!rMay 16,)
N~w Left radicals shaking
not at Columbia, or Stanford, plaints. · There's ,no~1>lac an
In the pressures of confron- long-hair and fists. It is not a
or Northwestern but at Flori- any , university worthy
a
. · The protest at florida State
the picture has gotten hippie push for power.
tation
da State University.
name, for the physical p est
'
. f
'
. .
;
Uriiversity · was . orderly .and
unclear. But one thing the
'.
. PRESIDENT JOHN Cham· or sit-ins lie ' do'wn or.. er ·
m~d in. comparison to the in- issue is NOT about is fourThe protest simply went too
J .. .. :
pion submitted his resignation . · methods ' disruptive _:of he ·
teilectuali shoo,t-outs going on letter words.
"
·
fast, and uncovered a yearnafter 1~5 members of the Ar!s academic process~
ing for • academic freedom
at .· such camptises as Columand Sciences fa~ulty voted m
The very' idea that th
\Vords
were
in.
which obviously has not been·
Four-letter
\ The ,
here . p.ref~vor of a motion to censor policies or administrato .
bia,. the·Sorbonne and Warsaw
not
cause
·
fulfilled.
valved,
but
they
did
hlm for banning from the university can be chan by
Uni:versity.
sens . in ' V(Or~·s.. an.·d picthe crisis. Nor will their freer.==========;;;;=;·
ca~pus literaryr _magazine an mob pressures . profan · the
DR. A. L. VALADIE, JR.
tures ·the .vaited views
,article <;:ontammg obscene whole concept of' high eduTHE CAUSE in Tallahassee use solve it.
OPTOMETRI ST
Announces t he Opening of h is
words.
.
.
cation. An illiterate itchof .h,e ; pub!ic~fi'~_ns. cri;$is
was an old one, a r ecurring
· Both students and faculty
officeJ~r ~~f;~~tice of
. The motion was defeated by digger can, lie cl.own
the
1
r~frain from young voices
at Florida .State Univer10 votes but Dr. Champion told lawn with bµrglar eye n the
rose up against the arbitrary
a t Terrace Plaxa Shopping Center
Temple Terrac e, Fla. '
straining · against .authority. It
sit.y.
the board of ~gents that ·he administration office ·
exercise of power from inside
PHONE 988-7439
involved censorship of a stu- ai:id outside the university:
felt he had lost the ,confidence .. done at Columbia).
Office Ho u rs By A ppointme nt
Two polls of thought
of a major segment of the
.
dent llterary magazine.
..
AN INTEL~E<J'! 1, , as
faculty.
....~
, .........111!9. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
by
edi'."
are
represnete4
Since there are 1200 mem- opposed to th!S,'' is ble .to
Nobody expected it to ex- ·
t6rials reprinted from
bers. of the faculty, . it seem5 a:gue, with his min~ ot with
plode into a revolution without
to us Dr. Champion magnified . his body. 1 :
•
The St. Petersburg Times
.noise, a confrontation bethe dimension of dissent.
· All student _phys1 protest
and
The
Tampa
Tribune;
.
tween·-faculty and administraCERTAINLY, the student are rationalized ~ .a necestion which ended dn the hairprotest against "censorship" sary means of. ga _g ·reform
The. ph'o..tographs ,show
which' led the Arts al'ld Sci- NOW. As Mrs . .L -el Akers,
trigger_ resignation. of FSU's
-the · something less. than .
ences faculty only involved a .e?itor of the lit ry magapresident. .
small minority. Two to three zme -~nd a !e~d ., of demo~
riotous activities ~f . the
Nobody . was very happy .
hundred students have been strat10n, put· it: . The trad1FSU , prO:t·~sto_rs; .
conducting . a "sit in" on the t~onal politfc~ ~ns of getabout it, either. T.be Regents
lawn ]n front of the Adminis- · tmg what art m idual wants
want John Champion to recontration Building.
'.
. , " . ' . ~akes. so ng a~~ peosider. · Student government
Since last Thursday, some ple can t w~1t t t lo?g. '
president L)iman Fletcher, in
of the de.monstrators have ' If there 1s . ything young
0
·conducted by
the v~gpard of the protest,' lo
been id.eiittfied. \vitl:l ' the left- .. American co ge . p e pl e
]sts students for a democratic should . learn a respect for
called Champion's action a .
\
~ociety, which has been in- tho~e ~.radi nal "~litical
"defeat" ' for the s tudents'
yolved in virtually every cam- process._
bout thts, no
cause. ."The · wrong. man has
pus disorder in the nation.
man's hves e secure.
President
;. By contrast,· an estimated
THERE in this nation, a
~000 students turned out yes. dangerous eakening of reof
terday for a rally on support spect for derly process on
of Mr. Champion called by and off c pus - because of
Member American Institute of Men's and Boys'
officiall"dity ,in the face of
Wear Inc.
mob pres re.
SKYWAY DRIVE-IN
Pres. dgar F.· Shannon,
I
2 coLOR HITS ·
J r., . of e University of Vir·
EDITOR:
68 votes.
ditjdual candidates · in
WED., THURS., MAY 22, 23
gi·ni·a, r ently announced that
I am writing to you in
Not only because .my
CHOICE 68 is tlie particiRod Steiger .
·
·
· ' ·by one million stu'THEGIRLANDTHEGENERAL''
a ny ~tudent taking part in
t he hopethatyouwillcomcandidacy wa.S .favored
in
.' patiqn
. Shock Docuriie~tary·
unMahized assemblies on the
municate my appeciation
the balloting am· I grateful.
dentS ·on some 1200 ,cain"TABOOS OF THE WORlD"
canpus, and who refused to
10 · the students ·on your
More significant than.· the
pmies 'in tbe political proc- ·
campus for th.eir,,CHOICE
success or the.losses o~ iness.
ex;md, would be suspended;
FRl., s~~i'o':~is4' ~25
wt's not a bad move to
Students' opinions, deoatWincent Pric• .. .
alflly in Florida. Virginia, so
ed . and ' expressed demo"DR. GOLDFOOT AND
fir, has been free of disorder.
. I
cra'.tically, . will influence
BIKINI MACHINE"
·
1 t"
th
h t
Sponsored b y
Roy Orbinson
.
' The ' basic issue is whether
EDITOR:
valved; .
~ ec ions . roug ou our
"FASTEST GUITAR ALIVE"
,f]orida tax supported uniThe repetition of _a four let. (!") BECAUSE T H·EoS'E
nation.
Business Administration Advisory Council
"THE LA~T"c~·;L~ENGE"-..
- lversities are going to be run ter word by a faculty member
words are simply construc~ed,
·cHOICE 68 opinions on
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Student Examines Word· Uses
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R~GGIE"SEtiiTA

Coiffure de Roma
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.' How.you can be ,
mdre likf!IY to s~cceedl

The beauty.·of
being·YoUrselfRealGirl from Tussy •

Nowihat you're completing your college education, you
· can take another step towards insuring your f uture
success • ~ . getting your program of life insurance arran~ed before you graduate.
·

New York Life has a .wide variety of att ractive plans
avail~ble t o college students. And because you ar e young
and .hill in school, you pay a low premium rate. These
plan's can protect your family and build a ready f und
'. for 1~ se when you want to·buy a home. or start a business.
Socin:er or later you're going to want life insurance.
·why not give yourself the money-saving advantage of
getting it now, when the cost to you is favorable.

•.. for girls who like looking like·girls I

write • •• phone- .~·· •. visH ·.

RealGirl faces
look fabulous withLIQUID MAKE-UP
t hat's so sheer it lets
your skin breathe-naturally.
''TRANSLUCENT"
PRESSED POWDER,
the one right shade
for everybody.
BlUSHER in 4 soft shades,,
2 for color,
2 for contour.
12 terrific
'russy LIPSTICK shades.·
MAKE-UP REMOVER,
a clear gel, that
rinses off with water.

RealGirl eyes
are made with-

· ''.! ·

Reggi~ Sedita

Real Girl a~ailable ·Now!
· NewYork life Insurance

-' ' , c om'Pany

. 1100, ~l!:c hange National
. Bank Building .
., 229·0461

...

~

..

Argos Shop.

EYEBROW SHAPER
· to shape up
a brow, anq how!
BRUSH-ON EYE SHADOW
in 4 pastel powders
with pow! - plus
a brown/ white combo
for contouring.
EYELINER, cake kind,
,
with painty brush for artsy touch.
MASCARA to lengthen
yo·ur lashes past all poetry.
\ .

all make·LIP and make-vp remover $1.50
blusher $2.50 lipstick $1.00

USF Athletes
Given Awards
Seventy-six USF. athletes received awards at the Third
Annual Sports Banquet held
Saturday night at the Sheraton-Tampa Motor Inn.

USF ·Spring Sports Teams
Finish
Winninges .~ Season
.

Golf : Mike Curtin, Bill
Dykeman, Richard Lehman,
Robert McKenty, Richard
Ragnitt, and Tom Robertson.

'

Soccer: Jack Belford,
Henry Caldas, Pierre Corillon,
Bob Drucker, Dan Gaffney,
Brian Holt, John Horvath,
JJm Houck, Wayne Jacobus,
·John McCleary, Jerry Seifert,
Bill Sharpless, Pete Tumminia, Phil Vitale, Jerry Zaga!~
ri.

Veteran baseball announcer
and one-time "voice of the
Yankees" Walter "Red" Barber was· the featured speaker.
Barber said he was impressed
with USF's philosopby of athletics - "amateurism in its
purest sense" - he called it.
SW I~MIN G: Terry BraHe also said he was glad
zel,
David Keene! William
USF didn't "have a dollar
Kelley,
Harry Kenning, Mike
sign out for the public" in the
Lorge,
Rico Maschino, Don
field of athletics. There are no
Mccann,
Mike McNaughton,
admission charges to USF
Dave
Naffziger,
Robert Pfaff,
athletic contests.
Alan'. Stelter, Lon Weber.
Receiving awards in baseMen's tennis: Tim Barrett,
ball were Greg Birse, Willard
Brimm, Paul Buzzella, Jerry Larry Bell, Glenn Brewer,
Carreno, James Diaz, James Richard Martin, Dan Perkins,'
- F ischer, Jesus Garcia, David Jim Rinehart; Mike Saine,
Glaize, Doug Heykens, Ron Herb Yohner.
Huff, John Jolinski, Dan LaPointe, Robert Laubach, Mike
Macki, Larry M c G r y,
George Miquel, Doug Painter,
Ray Pivec, Jon Ritz, Augie
Schenzinger, Marv Sherzer,
and Art Ulmer.

Women's . tennis: . Gwenda
Adams, Jacquie Adams, Tish
Adams, D e b b i e Garrison,
Chris Koutras, Elesa Nelson.

a

Quarter IV
Women's 1-M
Deadlines Set

IN CROSS country, awards
were given to Dave Castricone, Don Crank, Ken
Davies, Neil Jenkins, Risley
Longmire, Frank Paris and
Bar.t Smith.

~

1'

Sigmu Nu . Wins Gold Title

Confere~ce

All four · South Florida , of Southeastern
spring athletic teams com~ champions Florida, however
. pleted their winningest season tbey rebounded to two easy
ever last week. ·The golf and . victories over Ball State Unimen's tennis · teams recorded versity before being crushed
their best seasons ev,er, while again, this .time by Wake For- .
the baseball and women's ten- est. South Florida ran off annis .squads chalked up the other ·two easy wins, and then
most number· of wins in their split two matches with Deshort histories.
Pauw in what really were the
Spafford .Taylor's men's ten- only close contests this year.
nis tea~ boasted a 12-3 record
AFTER THAT the netters
this year; and will carry a closed with eight . straight
streak of eight. victories into wins, including three shutouts
·. next year's· schedule.
in a row.
The . netters were .bombed
" It's- funny, " said Taylor,
9-0 in their opening match of "We hardly had a close match
·the season ·at · the hands all year. It seems we either

·WON 9 OF LAST 11

Brahmans Wrap It Up: 15 - 9
By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Writer

Snap! Crackle! Pop! That
was the souncl the Brahmans'
hot bats made this year as the
baseball team completed itS
finest season in three years.
The Brahmans, behind the
hitting of Ron Huff (.413), the
home rtin power of Paul Buzzella (4), Larry McGary and
Doug Heykens (3 ea~h), and
solid pitching, won 9 of their
last 11 games and finished
15-9 overall.

I!

cold!

WANTED!

THE GOLF and
· 1 squads started slowly
but ished with·a rush.
Th inksters dropped their
first ' matches, as they had
troub , with the new USF
cours t hen came back to win
14 of eir last 17 contests.
Mike rtin was a standout
on the earn and he twice
fired a USF course record
round o
The B man baseball team
had the , e trouble starting,
as the hi rs couldn't find the
range. Th won only two of
their first . ven, but then the

Young Men of Action
to Become
Tomorro~'s Leaders!
CONTACT:
NORTH HILLSBOROUGH

JAYCEES
Tele. 935-7891
935-5806'
935-8206

\J.
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a large margin or hitting picked up and Hubert
c pl~tely dominated our op- Wright's squad won 13 of the
p 1 nt\;'. "
last 17 and never scored less
Anne :Young's women
n ers won eight of their than two runs in a game.
· hes by large margins and
THE CUMULATIVE record
b . ked. four opponents. How- of the four spring squads was
e , both their losses were 49-23 for a .681 winning . pers akers, 3-6 and 4-5, to pow- centage.
e Rollins College.
----------rhaps the highlight was
th ·Florida State University
In tional Tennis Tournam , / where they finished
fir : a 16-team field.

THE

along," Coach Hubert Wright was another prospect until he
said, "and we started to pick signed ~ith the Dodgers.
runners when they were · in
Wright said that .one thing
scoring position."
which
hampered his recruitEntry deadlines have been
And hit the ball they did. In
ing
efforts
in the past was the
announced for Quarter IV
one weekend, USF ravaged
women's intramurals. June 14
schedule.
Under
the present
Why this sudden resur- Coast Guard Academy and
is the last day to sign up for · geance for a team that strug· Florida Presbyterian pitchers athletic policy, intercollegiate
tennis, July 5 for volleyball, gled to stay above .500 during for 49 runs and 44 hits.
contests can only be played on
and July 19 for softball. Appli- the first half of the season?
the
weekends, but now that
.
The
following
weekend,
USF
cants may . pick up rosters in
USF
has applied for memberof
traveled
to
.
the
University
"WE
mT
THE
BALL
like
ti)~ Intramural Office (PED
100) after Quarter IV begins. we were capable of doing all Miami to play ·a double head- ship in the National Collegiate
er with one of the strongest Athletic Association (NCAA),
teams in the South. After he feels the athletic program
dropping the first game, ·7-3, may greatly improve.
the Brahmans stormed back
Fl111I Statistl'5
behind homers by McGary,
Baiting
HR RBI AVE .
ijeykens and Buzzella, a nd
•soo
the strong· one-run pitching of Blrse
Hipp
.433
Marv Sherzer to bombard the HUff
0 20
.413
Hurricanes 12-1. It was the Heykens
.327
3 12
Is the glass
4 17
.326
worst beating Miami has ever Buu1llll
G laize
5
.300
half empty or
taken.

Taste
that
beats
the
others

l!

Garcia
McGary
Miguel •
Brimm
Ulmer
Schtnzlnger
.Fischer
J911nskl
Ritz

,, hal{ full?,.~.

Honest-toPepsi taste !

0
3
0

11
1Z
2

.281

l
0

10

.251

1
5
9

.247

0
0
0

I

SANDALS
BAGS
BELTS
COACH WRIGHT
•.• winningest season.

$14 up BILLFOLDS
$10 up VESTS
~3.50 up HAIRPIECES

COME SEE

s AT

306 N. D.AL · ABRY

I

$8 up
$25 up
$1.50

ALL ITEMS MAPE TO ORDER

Phone 877-5983

ONLY THE BEST OR U.S.F.!
Jack Paxton's ~d·
Open until 1 A.M.

Phone

10124 Florida Ave.
10200·30th St.
909 W. Kennedy Blvd.

.283

935-3985
935-8024
254-7461

.273

.244

2

.233
.167

1

.154

PEPSI·

f:

~· '

·. · ,.

Drive·the exciting,new

CO~A

Pick up an extra carton today!

BAVARIAN MOTOR WORKS

RAY PIVEC, 1-1, was an effective reiiever who several
times entered the game with
men on base and struck out
the side.

Car and Driver calls this newest BMW "the most
spectacular bargain in the entire spectrum of
·imported· cars!" Road and Track calls it one of
the seven best-made cars in the world. ¥ou'll call
it unbelievable. A cruising speed oflOO mph. Up
to 30 miles to a gallon of gas. Fantast ic road·
holding. And more. That's the latest from

Germany's famed Bavarian Motor Works, Nhere
racing victories are a 50-year tradition. ~cent
BMW t riumphs include winning the last 1hree
races in a row at Spa Francorchamps in Belg.um.
This annual 24-hours race is the world 's nost
important event for touring cars. For the driving
thrill of your life, drive this new BMW today!

"While our p i t c h i n g
strengfu wasn't overpowering
this year," said Wright,
"Let's say they got t he job
done when they had to."
Jim Fischer and. Augie
Schenzinger paced the USF
defensive corps. They handled
almost 70 chances apiece
flawlessly.

SEVERAL BRAHMANS played their last c o 11 e g e
.g ame against Rollins two
weeks ago. ,Leaving will be
catcher Jesus Garcia, who bat. ted over .300 his first two seasons but slacked off to .283
this year, infielders Art
. _Ulmer,. Schenzinger, Fischer.
· and outfielder John .Jelinski.

Hantlle your money
to your advantage ••• Bonk on Us
From Checking and Saving Accounts to low-cost loans,
you ca n count on us to offer compl ~te banking services
and faci lities to make rrioney management easier a nd
more convenient. It a ll adds up to this ••• when it's
a matter of you r money, come to us!

FULL SERVICE BANKING.
Checking Accounts
Mortgo~e Loans

7t; ·

•

Savings Accounts

•

Trave lers Checks

•

Automotive Loans
•

Bank-by-Mail

EXCHANGE BANK OF~~:,

9385 56th Street

Member

Phone 988-1112

FDIC

Back next year will be Buzzella, Dave .Glaize, 'Huff,
Heyken;, MCGary, Willard
Brimm and the entire pitching corps.
Asked about next year's
t eam, Wright smiled. "Right
now there is only one boy I'm
interested in getting, · and
that's Brevard's shortstop
Billy Stein. But I have to compete with the University .of
Florida to get him;" he .said.
L A R R Y HALL, outfielder
from Broward Junior College,

s2,S9,7.
P.O.E. New York
AdvantageoLIS European delivery for tourists.

DAVE HEINZ IMPORTS INC.
...3652 CYPRESS . TAMPA.FLORIDA 336 07 • PH 872 -845 9
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.Sigma .Nu, TEP Perfect
.

.

.

.

Competition .in bot}\ Frater- ·ran second, 'third and fou·r th
IN TENNIS, Sigma Nu Alpha third.
nity and Dorm and} ndepen- with identical 3-2 · records. edged ATO by one game. Phi
One East. Gold was Alpha
dent League softball and ten- Alpha .Tau Omega a n d · :Oelta was third . and SAE
champion and 2 East
league
nis is /over, and TEP and Lambda Chi brought up the fourth. In the green division,
Sigma Nu have emerged the "rear.
TEP was an undefeated first, was first in Beta League, both
Sig Ep second, and Pi Kappa with perfect records.
· big winners. In fact, neither
IN BETA LEAGUE the first
team lost. in either sport this
. four teams finished with idenyear.
tical 5-2 records but first was
In the fraternity green dlvi- awarded to 3 East. Two West,
sion, TEP finished one game . . 3 west, 2 East, 4 East and '1
Special Bus for USF
up on Pi Kapna. Alpha with a . East followed.
CUSTOMERS
SERVICE
6-0 record. Sigma NU No. 2
LEAVES"for USF
was third - with 4-2, · while . ; A1pha League champion
Administrati on Bldg. at
Kappa Sig, TKE,. Sig Ep and was 4 West "1" with a 9-0 rec- ·
Theta Chi fin.ished in that ord. Following were 2 West, 1
8:15 A.M.
. West, 2 East 'and lEast.
order.
Return Trip 4:30 P.M• .
PEM II edged Eta in the
Sigma Nu was the undefeated leader ip the gold division Independent a n d Fontana
with five wins. SAE, Phi League. Sugar King, Zeta,
Delta and Delta Tau ·Delta and Fontana 4 brought up the
rear.

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE

Night Autocross.
No, those . aren't bright stars you see. It's the scene of the
Sports Car Club's Night Autocross, held Saturday night In the
parking lot west of the Fine-Aris Humanities Building. Streaks

of light trace the .pa.th of two cars racing through the winding
1
course.
Photo by Richard Smoot

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~...,.-~~~~~~~~~~~_..;.

Rick s;nares
Snares First
In, Auto.cross
Over 40 cars competed in
the USF Sports Car Club's
Nig~t Autocross in the Fine
Arts Building parking lot Saturday night.
Rick Sinares, driving a
Meyers JY.[anx, sped to the
fastest overall time ill 1:39.0.
Bill Mangold in a Porsche and
Dennis Maccalla in a Karmann Ghia nabbed overall
second and third places, re-_
spectively.
Frank Henderson drove his
1
.Porsche to the class A and B
combined championship. Bill
Mangold took the trophy in
class C, and Dave White won
fu class D.
JEFF WINTER was victorious in. class E and F combined, while Dennis Maccalla
drove a Karmann Ghia to
first place in class G.
Dean McGinnes won class H
in a 1200 Volkswagon, and
Rick Sinares won in the modi.fied class.
The autocross was the last
of the · Sports Car Club's activities for this year. They
will resume action in September.
r

-

1

USF ·Students, ·Faculty_
'RUn For Their Lives'
By JOilN CA~DERAZZO
Spar~ Editor

-Over .14 million Americans suffer some form of
1leart disease;

P.E. Majors swept to the
volleyball chamJionship last
Wednesday whe~ they defeated the Baskefweavers 15-7
'
and 15-11.
In the first i!ound, PEl\1 defeated Kappa/ Basketweavers
turned back Chi Omega, and
Tri Delta anA Mu 3 East received byes: Later in round
two, PEM took a close match

· WHEN lOU ANN SAID
··1lOVE You~
l lHOUGHT SHE
MUs1 BE KIDDING

"Often I run along 56th
Street to Temple Terrace
Highway and· back," he says.
"It's about t~ree miles. Sometimes I gci east on Fletcher
AVenue to the USF waterfront
area. That1s rabout three miles
both ways, or sometimes I
run around the whole campus
twice, or now and then ..•"

USF secretaries are. doing
-As MANY AS 750,000 have
it, PhD.'s at e doing it, even
(Gasp!) students are doing it. . heart attacks every year.
· -More'than one million die
.
Doing.what?
of cardiovascular illnesses
Run~inglfor their lives. Ac- annually, . accounting for 55
tually.-~ost of them are only per cent of all fatalities in the
padding leisurely a r o u n d United States.
·And if that wasn't enough,
USF's outdoor track, where
It's hard to estimate how Holcomb often complements
you can find them several afternoons a week jogging their many joggers there are at , the running with a long swim
way to better health and, USF because many students at night with swim coach Rob·
hopefully, longer lives.
and faculty members run on ert Grindey: "I've Jost a lot of
YOU CAN ALSO FIND their own time and some ex- weight," says Holcomb, "I'm
them ·swimming in the natato- ercise at home. However, for
the lightest I've .been in six
Fit\ni or jumping rope or play- the last two quarters, ·all
years.
ing basketba:ll ~n the gymnasiEducaum, -or doing just about any Functional Physical
"I USUALLY TIME myself,
exercise, anywhere, anytime tion (PE 101) courses. have
I'm not running after recbut
and
exercise
to
in hopes of shedding a few been devoted
extra pounµs, or as the PE in· testing experience. According ords. That's the beauty of this
structors iike to describe it, to Sam Prather, associate kind of exercise. There's no
great strain. You don't have
"redistributing their weight."
professor of PE, even some to kill yourself to benefit from
More important, by exercis- tennis and archery classes it; just rWl regularly."
ing regularly, they are keepare jogging at'the end of their
ing their heart, lungs and
Holcomb says he has to be
other 'organs, as ·Well as mus- · sessions each day.
careful running in the · early
cles, in good condition which
PE instructor Jane ~hea_t- morning. . "I've had some
seems sensible .in light of
~ - Close calls with traffic, and
frightening· statistics wbi9h ham has 150 women-running.
just recently , I ~l~ost got'
tllis
'just
and
I
her · cla5$ES;
reveal that:
by a car I didn't hear
clipped
superbegun
has
she
q~~er
r,. ..
v1smg . a dozen or more USF - - - - -·- - - - - secretaries who work out
twice a week in the gymnasium.
I

P. E. Maiors Win
1-M Volleyball
By FRAN KILLGORE
Sports Writer

Birdsong M~;~;;·i~'r"~

MA.N WANTED
WE WANT AMAN WHO IS
PERSONABLE AND INTERESTED
IN TRADITIONAL CLOTHING
* NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY *

coming up behind me. It was
a student driving, by the
way."
One USF student, who runs
across. campus in the evenings, · offer~ this revealing
quote - "I feel great since
I've been joggi'ng, and believe ·
it or not, I'm now studying
better."
JOGGING PROBABLY
won't give you ra 4'.0. average
or put you iil the Olympics,
but it will help condition you
to live a healthy life, and
that's more impor~ant than
anything else.
Ask at the PE Department,
they'll tell you a:u about it.

BUSINESS MAJORS: START THIS SUMMER
· AT A 40 HOUR, $60.00 WEEK. IN SEPT. WORK AFTER CLASSES & ON SATURDAY•.

*

*
*

200/o Discount on Personal Clothing
Full Time Christmas Work
Opportunity for Management After Graduation.

. PHONE:
255-6681
1546 $. DALE MABRY

.l-M Awards
Set Today"
Crescent HiH

THE FITNESS BOOM.
sweeping across the country
from Tri Delta which }:>elied is the brainchild of Ke~eth
the 15-10; 15-1 scores. Also in : Cooper, a U~S. Air Force docthe second round, Basket- tor who spent four years reInterfraternity Council troweavers· edged Mu 3 East, 15- searchihg thousands of Air
phies and i n t r a m u r a I
12, 15-12.
The badminton s e a.s 0 n Force personnel and then for- sports awards will . be given
ended this week, and .in dou- . rnulated a fitness program for out today in· a ceremony on
bles, Virginia' Speights and . ·even the flabbiest armchair Crescent Hill at 2 p,m. Trophies will be awarded to top
Shirley Cooper · of FEM fin- , athlete. ·
ished on top of League I.
Cooper calls the program teams and officials in each
Donna Ur and Elesa Nelson of "Aerobics" and he now has a _le_a.=gu_e_._ __ __c_ _ _ __:_._ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Tri Delta topped League Il, book out by the same name. 1
and Tri Chi's Carolyn Gorman In it he explains that all the
and Margaret Miller were popular exercises have been
champions of League III. ,
scientifically measured for
Evelyn Hayes and . Tom the amount of energy it costs
Dambly of PEM were cham- the body to perform Jhem.
pions of League I in coed b.ad- These amounts have been
minton, and Chris Koutras translated into ,points and it
and Chris Vorderburg of PEM has been firmly established
won in League II.
that a minimum of 30 such
Championship playoffs in points each week is needed to
both women's and coed dou- produce and maintain the
bles were held in the gym essential health of your body.
Monday and Tuesday, howevCooper says the best exerer results were not available
cises are running, swimming,
at press time.
cycling, walking, stationary
running, handba:ll, basketball
and squash - in just about
·~
that order. The only principles he's laid down are that
you must maintain a minimum of 30 points a week and
exercise at least four times a
week, or every other day.
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But then I thought, why
not? Why not, indeed?
After all, I do have quite
an image · around here. I
live well, dine well, dress
well. I am rather cool, you
know. After all these
years. Ah, now that I've
moved into Fontana Hall
with its pool, meals, and
other luxuries, life is beginning to pick up!

off

to a safe and sol.id future.
Start investing your dollars in
life insuranc~ right away. And
save l?ig !l)Oryey on lower rates.
Build up t~x-free· ca$h value
sooner. Spread your wings. Act
now. Happy landing.
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
MILWAUKEE

,N
.---M--L'"'"'· There is a difference •••
i

.'

j and the difference g~

ALAN KAY

932-4391

3315 Henderson Blvd.
Phone 872-7927

ONE PERSON WHO RUNS
is E. Christian Anderson, associate professor of education
at USF.
"I've been jogging religiously for eight months," he says,
'.'three miles every other day
on the track. I feel great. My
pulse rate is below 60 (70-75.is
normal) and the psychological
.benefits are ,rewaz:qing ,because I know ·it's good· .for
.me.
"There's only one prob~
lem," he said. "I'm . beginni~g.
fo f~l like J ·need it. If I don't
run that every second day,
I feel as though my day just
isn't' complete. I guess I'm an
addict," he added with a
laugh.
HE ISN'T THE ONLY addict. Soccer coach and assistant professor qJ physical education, Dan Holcomb, is probrably the unofficial champion
of the r unners. At seven
o' Clock sharp every morning
he arrives on campus
changes, then jogs. off on one
of many improvised courses
on and around the campus.

ONLY

s199ss

MICRO 85
STEREO TAPE
PLAYER/
RECORDER

There's never been anything like it! The Micro 85 is a total
stereo sound system. Plays or records up to 90 mirtutes of
full -fidelity stereo on the 'cassette, a tiny self-contained cartridge of t ape. There' s nothing to break or scratch, or thread
ever. Create your own programs to go with the hundreds of
pre-recorded cassettes available everywhere. Includes twin
walnut speakers and matching stereo mikes

• • WORTH.
Buy a Micro 85 during our introductory celebration and we'll give you 4 cassettes of
best selling recording artists plus a blank ca ssette to make your own recordings.

AN INSTANT STEREO TAPE LIBRARY .

1538 S. DALE
MABRY
PHONE 253-0076

-
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Qua1~ter

System Strain
Stifles . StUdents' Ability

-

'BIG LITTLE SHOW'

Puppet Parody Set
By MARTHA FUENTES

Correspondent

be banned because of certain
restrictions on the USF campus.

By KAREN HADSOcK
·
Staff Writer

in class is not toward children
but for entertainment of the
campus community."
Lorenzen said the class is
not concerned only with making the puppet itself but with
using it in a show.
"The final exam is The Big
Little Show," he said. "The
purpose of the course is to
give training in manipulation
of the puppet and adapt theatre techniques of staging, scenery, props, lighting, sound
and publicity: to the needs of
the puppet show."

A miniature curtain will
"BUT THE remaining acts
rise on a miniature stage
.today at the Theatre Auditori- will be well worth seeing,"
' Um at 2 p.m. for a gigantic the student further disclosed.
performance of "The Big Lit- "A monologue will be presented by a most distinguished
tle Show."
USF dignitary. There is also
., The production will be com- Princess A La Surprise, and a
,I>lete with lights, sound props, pantomime act is also includskillfully designed settings, ed - has a marijuana smok•colorful costtimes and a fabu- ing· hippie, I believe, and )ous cast of puppets.
oh yes ! a campus cop to re· The puppets are created strain the puppets should they
and manipulated by students form undue attachments to
-in Theatre Arts Puppetry USF students."
HE EMPRAStZED the need
class.
On the other hand', should for enjoyment for both the
ASK ONE OF the 19 stu- you ask instructor William class and audience. "The
dents in Puppetry what the Lorenzen what he thinks the class .is fun but does achieve
show is all about, and this will show is all about, he'll smile its object ive."
and explain patiently, giving
be the reply:
T h e hand-puppets, rodan entirely different inter- puppets, shadow-puppets and
a
emcees
Sullivan
"Jed L.
pretation of the show.
marionettes will be manipuvariety of acts, including the
"The show is a parody of lated by students Dick Jones,
famous Jimmy Hendricks
Trio, Pickles and Ray, an ex- human frailty, !campus situa- Nita Laca, Chris Colby, Barciting lion tamer act, a very . . tions, traditional themes with bara Wright, Georgia Noble,
sexy - in fact_ THE sexiest a mod approach, a .take off on Alice O'Leary Lynette Kelly,
oriental dance number ever TV shows and ~ock groups." John Ryan, Martha Fuentes,
11 en M e t h v i n, Susan
'~THE COURSE IS designed E
.dared at USF and The Great
:::;pasmo, assisted by the vo- for Theatre, Art and Educa- Strandberg, Carol Coleman,
tion majors," he added, "and Aleida Chumley, Karen Val:~uptuous Tiny Dhadha."
dez, Jack Perez, Grace McAlanyone who has ah interest in
smiled
" The student paused;
Addie Rutkj n, Mike Ellister,
·ruefully, and added that sev- working with recreational and sworth and Bill Gorman.
·eral other acts will no doubt children's groups. Our outlook
There is no admission
charge.

without a great depletion of energy and creative enthusiasm.
Saff i;aid, "It is evident that
the anxiety produced by the
.
quarter. s:stei:n is a detriment
to artistic mvolvement.
. Art
.
changes. so .qmckly that it cannot thnve m a state of such
anxious activity."

With the "quarter system
blues' l a t an all-time high art
•
.
students are having a difficult
portraying the "true and
timt
.
the beautiful" by their in5tructor's due date. ,
:
, Dr. Donald Saff, chairman of
the Art Department, gave the Students enrolled in the lower
administrative and instructor level art courses have run into
additional problems. There is
viewpoint.

nu r '

"The . quarter system has
. . .
created la pressure which hinders the normal organic <levelopment of understanding in art
and artistic prowess," Saff said.

The art student spends six
hours a week in class for three
hours credit. Theoretically he
spends at le~t 12 hours. outside
class assembling matenals and
planning projects.
Th'is, of course, does not take
.
. to cons1'derat'ion t he work m·
m
i d . the art h'istory and
vo ve m
comparative art courses which
are required.
t d t 'd "I . t d '
0
on t
JUS
ne s u en ~ai '
have enough tune to create the
right effects or to think through

t1 ed 1~e to becom~ accusome to the materials and
processes before the student is the steps for each pro_ject. And
you just can't fake it with art."
oolled upon to "be creative."

~LTHOUGH UPPER level . , . . - - - - - - - - -..
artists have much smaller
SAFF FEELS it is both "ad- classes and· more individualized
ministratively and creatively instruction, this rarely compenimpossible" to produce quality sates for the lack of time.

ALLSTATE

~~~TPHP~~~E
CENTER

Phone 932-4337
Photo by Richar d Smoot

Creating Under Pressure
... Art Student Caren Valdez

LOW COST AUTO·INSURANCE
For Faculty and Students
-plusSR 22's filed.
Located Next to Kirby's Northgate

Terrace
Beauty Salon
9303 - 56th St.
Ph. 988-2798

Fontana Plans
Hawaiian Luau
Hawaiian Luau on Thursday
will be the theme of Fontana
Hall's last dinner activity for
the quarter. It will be held in
the dorm cafeteria at regular
dining hours, 5-6:30 p.m.
On the buffet menu will be
Island fried chicken, Hawaiian
ribs, ~hrimp chow\mein, ham
Hawaiiian, baked bananas,
green ,beans almondine, and
roast pig. Punch, coconuts,
and salads will talso be
served.
Entertainment will be provided ~Y the Lox and Bagel
band group.

Hyourmajor
is listed here,
IBM would like
to .talk with you
June-24th.... . -

Two Programs

1

··On :Computers

.c.:.._} -"f~=· .

__,_,

-

- "

(l

I

•;:;

_-j ! ;~· -., - ~ ·~

Start June 3
I

Puppets With Strings Attach·ed ·.
... From, left Georgia Noble,
Mike E'lsworth, and Bill Gonnan
TEMPLE TERRACE FLORIST

USF Receives
$11,500 Grant
USF has received a grant of
$11,500 from the Florida Department of Education, Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, to plan the development
of a medical-vocational reha-

FLOWERS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
PH. 988-5010
Temple Terrace Florist
8912 • 56th St.

bilitation center to complement the proposed medical
school complex.
i

The plans will be developed
under the direction of Dr. Calvin M. Pinkard, Jr., professor
of Exceptional Children's Center.

Continuing . Educatio~ and
the College of Engineering
will present two programs at
USF in J une:
'Formula Translation (FOR·
TRAN) Programming, June
3-14, from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, devoted to programming using
both machines and assembly
languages and to a comprehensive study of FORTRAN
programming for scientific
problems.
Computer Time - Sharing,
J une 17-21, 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, desi gn~ to introduce small
businessmen to the possibili·
ties of a computer timesharing system for business
applications.
•'---- - -- -- - - -

KODAK

INSTAMATIC-104

1198
Your color film ileserVes

TODAYTHRUSATURDAY

153
Reduction on Our
Entire Stock of Fine
Traditional Shirts

ALSO
400/o to 600/o Off Re ta ii
on a Sele cte d Group of Sh irts.

PROCESSING BY.
Kodak·

r--·----FROM. I

1

l
l KODACOLOR
1
1 FILM
l COLOR l

lI PRINTS!I
·19¢· I
: ONLY

r@atlie~ C!Campu~ ~bop
10202 NORTH 30th STREET

------.I
TERRACE

CAMERA SHOP
Temple Terrace Plaxa

Sign up for an interview at your placement oflfoe-even if ·
you're headed for graduatt: school or military service.
Maybe you think you need a technical background to work·
for us.
Not true.
Sure we need engineers and scientists. But we also need
liberal arts and business majors. We'd like to talk with you even·
if you're in something as far afield as Music. Not that we'd
hire you to analyze Bach fugues. But we might hire you to
analyze problems as a computer programmer.

What you can do at IBM
The point is, our business isn't just selling computers.
It's solving problems. So if you have a logical mind, we need
you to help our customers solve problems in such diverse areas

as government, business, law, education, medicine, science,
the humanities.
Whatever your major, you can do a lot of good things at
IBM. Change the world (maybe). Continue your education
(certainly, through plans such as our Tuition Refund Program).
And have a wide choice of places to work (we have over 300
locations throughout the United States).

What to do next

·

We'll be on campus to\interview for careers in Marketing,
Computer Applications, Programming, Research, Design and
Development, Manufacturing, Field Engineering, and Finance
and Administration. If you can't make a campus interview, send
an outline of your interests and educational background to
~
Mr. C. F. Cammack, IBM Corporation, 1447
Peachtree St., N.E., Room 810,.,Atlanta, Ga. 1?10)
Gt
· 30309. We'reanequalopportunityemployer.

l!.l!:!J
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Alpha Delta Pi
Award's Announced
Alpha Delta Pi announced
its Diamond Men. They are
Jon Wheaton, Steve Griffith:,
Terry Wells, Fred Hodes, and
Jeff Donahue.
·
The sorority spring weekend
was Saturday at the Wildlife

Summer Jobs
Are Available
Summer jobs are available
with Trans World Airways
·(TWA) and Boeing Aircraft
Corporation.
Positions .are available in
several fields of electrical and
industrial engineering for junicirs or seniors who wish to
work with TWA in Titusville,
Ga.
.
Boeing Aircraft Corporation
has two summer job openings.
Juniors are preferred, l;rnt
others, including those who
are'\vorking for their masters
degrees, will be considered.
For more details and applicatfon forms, see Donald S.
Colby, director of Placement
Service_s, in Administration
280.

-Library Bulletin Board
Brings Laughs, Thought

Club. It was a "Bonnie and
Clyde" Party and prizes were
given for the best costumes.
ADPi's Founders Day was
last Wednesday, In honor of
the day, the Alumnae Associa:
tion of Tampa held a luncheon
with the USF Chapter May 11.
A small celebration .was on
campus May 14, and Lambda
Chi Alpha presented ~e sisterhood a dozen roses in honor
of the occasion.
The Alumni Association presented USF's chapter with a
trophy to be given to the girl
showing the most leadership
throughout the year. The
award y;ill be ealled the Sharon Barfield Leadership Award
after the first girl who received it.
Other s i s t e r s receiving
awards included Lauren Leslie, Athenaeum Honor Society,
Debbie Murray, PIKA Dream
Girl, Peggy Jones .and Becky
Burress, ATO Little Sisters,
Becky Burress, ADPi Best
Pledge; .Nell Ward, ADPi
Scholarship Award. Bobbie
Allen and Sue Mcowen were
chosen TKE calendar girls.

'

Walk into the Library lobby. inence to the issues of today,
philosophies of today, or eduTurn right.
cation of today," he said.
Stop.
,. Hardaway said the bulletin
Read.
board is "one place I can put
Laugh .•. .or think.
. The btilletin-board in the Li· things that will get people to
brary offers a choice selection thinking."
of funny, thought-provoking,
Students apparently are
often topical items-. for stu- thinking and reacting to the
dents who take the· time to bulllletin board, b e c a u s e
stop and look it ov.e r.

Del!a Zeta Proiect ·
Two Delta Zeta sisters, .Cookie Speller and Carolin Leman,
entertain deaf children at Lowry Park. ·

GREE~

:SEA..T

JAY'S
Delta Gam·ma-- Had
Weekend 'Spree'
OPEN 9.5
Phone 932·1559

IMPORTS ONLY
10701 N. Nebraska

" D. G. Spree, Delta Gamma's weekend was Friday
and Saturday. Friday night
was the · Anchor · Ball in the

DEMONSTRATE NOW
Now that we have your attention we would like
to invite ,all seniors to the ~'La.st ·Blast" (Senior
Di~~er-D~nce) to be·held on Saturday, June 8 at
8: 00 p.m. the,fllferna_t{onaf-.~M~ Jickets qr,,e,~.now'.
..,.,¥sale-in the ~01: -~~

at

If you have any questions,
please call Mrs. Marshall's office.

....

. CREATING; THE bulletin
board involves people in ; sev.eral areas, of the University.
Elliott Hardaway, vice presid1:mt for Administrative A ffairs, selects the cartoons and
articles and has them xeroxed.
Educational R e s o u r c e s
mounts them on colorful backings. Ann Mulder, secretary
to the Library director, displays them on the bulletin
board.
Hardaway began supplying
the material for the bulletin
board when he was director of
the Library and has contin·
ued, even though he is now in
administration.

Ybor Room of Curtis Hixon.
"THAT BULLETIN ~oard
The band was the Reactions.
has always been a very perSaturday there was a beach
sonal thing," Hardaway said.
party for sister and dates at
"I choose things that interest
Honeymoon Island.
me and that I think interest ·
The sisters had a Founder's others."
Day luncheon at the St. PeHe chooses the items from a
tersburg Yacht Club early
this quarter. Chapters and variety of sources, including
alumni from Tampa, St. Pe- .Saturday Review, . Editor. &
tersburg, Clearwater, and Publisher, Punch, and the
Sarasota attended.
New York Times. Thus the
"Pledgeroo," an informal
bulletin board · gives students
party for pledges and sisters,
was at the home of Mrs. a sampling from magazines
Glenn Waddell, pledge advis- and newspapers they might
er:
not have the time or opportu·
The sisters volunteered for nity to read otherwise.
a service project with the
Although much of the . disGlaucoma Screening t e s t .play is made up of cartoons·
. _sp,gnsored by the Florida Soci- and short, sa:tiriGal articles,
ety for · the Prevention of Hardaway also includes seri•
Blindness and the Hillsboro ous articles.
Medical Association. The test"MOST OF them are curing was done at Temple Terrace Methodist Church.
rent things that have pert-

Hardaway also said a surprising number of people have
come and asked him for
something off the board to use
in a report or term paper.
THE DISPLAY often pertains to students, the Library,
or ' both. One bulletin board
featured "The World of . the
Student" with cartoons from

"Punch" and "Mad" magazines surrounded by pop art
designs.
Another more recent dis·
play consisted of Library Director Mary Lou Harkness'
replies to comments received
in the suggestion box. Mrs.
Mulder drew little cartoons to
illustrate some of the replies.

For A Really Great Pizza
SEE THE

PIZZA HUT

Order By Phone For Faster Service
Allow Approximately 20 Minutes
'

'

NOW THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
'

8426 N. FLORIDA -

.

Phone 935-0512

·3405 E. Hillsborough• Phone 238·1212
716
-~
. N. Delle Mabry -. Phone 877·1912
.

""' Every time your pulse
beats, three new babies are
born into the world. Only one
of these is delivered by .a
trained attendant. UNICEF
helps to train _midwives.

John.Romain handbags!
Inspiring shapes with the quality craftsmanship of John Romain that are roomy enough
to carry all your personal items. Belgian linen
with the rustic look and natural straw with
mahogany leather trim. Handsomely handstained, handstitched and bar-tacked in gold
tones....._ 9.00-22.00. Handbags, West Shore
Plaza And Downtown

ANT
A

Villager
sheer
romance!
A wispy cov~r-up mini dress in incred·
, ibly soft cotton voile.
Ji \ Nifty zip front with , .
~\
precious lace trim ,
on collar and cuffs•.'
Softly printed in ·
lovely shades. ·
Just one of a
wide selection in
our Village Shop.
S~zes S,M,L-18.00.
West Shore P laza
Downtown and ·
'
North Gate ,

ICK· p?
ORACLE
CLASSIFIED ADS CAN FIND
YOU A RIDE OR A
RIDER AFTER EXAMS

let THE ORACLE find you a ride
or a rider FREE. Just fill out the
handy form and drop it in the.
special bo>e located in the CTR
L
224. THE ORACLE will -pince
your advertisement FREE in the
May 29th issue. Deadline for ·
placement is 1 P.M. ~~2 7-68.

••

ORACLE ADVERTISING

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Drop Coupon in Oracle Box
at Advertising Office - CTR 224

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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I
Phone • • • • • ••
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• I.
I
·NAME • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •• • •• • • •• •

ADDRESS ••••••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••• ••• •••••
DESTINATION •••
I

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I

•I LEAVE (Date) ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••
I• Ch!'ck One:
•I Driver •• ••• •••••• ••••••••••••• Passenger.•••••
I• .
Oecrdline: 5-27-68 1 p.m.
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I•
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Final Exam Schedule, Explahatic)n-Given
I

EXCEPT FOR CERTA.JN SPECIFIED
CLASS MEETING. :
EXAM ,
PERIOD

COURSES, EXAMl.NATIONS HAVE BEEN DETERMINED BY TIME OF REGULAR

. JUNE 3
JUNE 1
SATURDAY · · · MONDAY

8:00-10:00 A. M.
.10:30•12:3'0 P. H.

1:00-3:00 P. H.

3

3 MWF~ or

2 ·HWF, or
2 M-F

1 HWF, or
1 M.:.F, or
1,2 MWF

JUNE 5·
'WEDNESDAY

JUNE 4
. TUESDAY

3 M-F, or
MWF

or
5.. M-~· or

CBS 101
CBS 102
CBS 119

· 4T 3,4R,or
34 TR ,

CBS 301
CBS 112
CBS 1121

CBS 113
CBS 116
CBS 122

CBS 209,210
CBS 212
.. CBS 214

SPE 201 ·

All

CBS 201
CBS 202
CBS 222

. 3:30-5:30 P.- M• .
-...:...

'

Example

78 TR

6:00-a:oo·P. ·M.

5

8 MWF, .or
8 M-F, or
·89 t1WF
I

'CBS

307

CB'S
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

308
215
216
219
·220
225

,JOT 9, lOR,or
9, 10 TR

CBS 111
'CBS 115
CBS 120

(A)
.(B)

ECN 311-~0l
GBA 361-901

11/12 MW
13/14 MW
'

EXAMINATIONS WILL BE GIVEN IN THE REGULARLY-SCHEDULED CLASSROOM·, EXCEPT FO~ THOSE
COURSES SPECIFIED SY PREFIX AND NUMBER. ROOM ASStGNMENTS FOR NON-CBS c·oMMON FI NALS
WILL BE MADE BY. THE SPACE OFFICE, DURING QUARTER I H, FOR DISTRJBUTION BY THE COLLEGE
OR· DEPARTMENT .INVOLVED. IN CASE OF ·CONFLICTS INVOLVI NG NON-CBS COMMON FINALS, STUDENTS
SHALL. CONTACT THEIR INDIVIDUAL PROFESSOR.
.

10 MWF,or

9 MWF; or
9 M,-F, or
9, 10 MWF

10 M-F

THURSDAY EVENING CLASSES:
PLEASE NOTE: ALI:. THURSDAY NIGHT CLASSES ARE SCHEDUL~D TO JAKE EXAMl_NATI ONS ON FRI DAY,
MAY· 3·1, J968, , IN THE ,REGULARLY SCHEDULED CLASSROOM. OTHER N'IGHT CLASSES WILL TAKE
EXAMINATIONS ON THE SAME NIGHT AS THE REGULAR CLASS MEETI NG .

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Thursday
Evening
Classes

11 MWF
11 ·M-F

Monday
Evening
'Classes

Tuesday
Evening
Classes

Wednesday
Evening
Classes

CBS EXAMINATIONS:

_,!> 1

8:15-10:15 .P.H.

~

ROOM ASSIGNMENT:

(Evening C1ass Exami nat"i ons)

6

.

CHM 212

CBS 302
CBS 125
~BS 2.13 ·

or

.

EXAMPLE A (11/12 MW) WILL TAKE ITS EXAMINATION AT EXAM PERIOD 6 ON MONDAY
NIGHT. · ~XAMPLE B (13/14 MW) WILL TAKE ITS EXAM!.NATION AT EXAM· PERIOD 6
ON WEDNESDAY NIGHT.

....

\

6 MWF,
6 M-F

900

78T 7R,or

CBS 206
CBS 207
CBS 221

·-

11

1,2 TR

'

4

11

1., 2T 2R,or

5,6T 6R,or
56 TR

.

SECTIONS WILL NORMALLY BE GIVEN AT EXAMINJ\TION PER.l'OD 6 ON THE ·REGULAR CLASS.
NIGHT. THE FOi-LOW I NG, EXCEPTIONS, HOWEVER, CAN BE USED .AS EXAMPLES FOR 'THOSE COURSES .
MEETING ·MORE THAN ONE NIGHT:
.,
·
·
.

;

F

5,~ ,

3.4

. CBS ' 109
CBS llO
CBS 211

,

..

5 MWF,

4' MWf., .or
' 4 ·M-F

1968 : (~R !'DAY, ·MAY ~ 1 ·- WEDNESDAY • .JUNE 5; 1968)

, ,
, ALL 1 MWF, l M"TJ1.ROUGH F,. AND 1.,2 MWF COURSES· WI u:.. TAKE
EXAMINATl .ONS AT EXAM 'PERIOD 1 ON fRIDAY; ' 2 MWF, .O-R 2. M-F COURSES 'WILL TAKE EXAMI NATIONS
AT EXAM PERIOD 1 ON SATURDAY~ 4T 34R, OR 3,4 T~ COURSES WILL TAKE· EXAMI NATIONS AT EXAM
·PERI OD 2 ON _MONDAY • . AN .1 i800 11 SECTION REGULARLY .MEET! NG ONLY AT l OR 2T OR 2R, FOR. EX~
Af1PLE, WOULD TAKE AN EXAMINATl.ON AT EXAM PERIOD' 2 ON WEDNESDAY, AND SO FORTH.
.
NOTE EXCEPTIONS WHERE ·COURSES ARE SPECIFIED. BY ·PREFIX. AND NUMBER.

TIME
MAY 31
FRIDAY

2

. EXAMlNATl ON EXPLANATION. FOR. QUARTER I Ir ,

TIME OF INDIVIDUAL CBS EXAMINATIONS HAS BEEN DETERMINED BY EVALUATION SERVICES-, AND
ROOM ASSIGNMENT LISTS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED BY THEM DURING QUARTER Ill. I N CASE OF EXAM
CONFLICTS INVOLVING~ COURSES, CONTACT EVALUATION SERViCES , EXT . 741.
.

L - '- - - - - - - - - f------------------. "lli
Conflict
El! 202
·!:IT!! 303
202
MTH . 30~

Hake-Ups

EXAMINATIONS FOR CBS COURSES MAY BE GIVEN IN THE DAYTIME FOR BOTH DAY ANO EVENING
STUDENTS.

·sasiC-Studies Exam ·schedule Listed
PLEASE liOT£: Due ~o the new system of pre-gridded answer sheets, the students ate asked
.to report 15 minutes prior to the examination time. Please emphasize to
.your cla~ses the iiiiportance of reporting to the correct room. The student
· ~ knciw his section number in order to pick up his answer sheet at the
proper table.

css

EX&~TION DAns ~ ·
I~~

<:;BS 125

ALL

c:as 201

. ALL

000,001,004,901

CBS 202

P'riday·, May 31 through luesday, June 4, 196.·8
.
,

·-.
.

Course

Sectians

CBS 101 .·

ALL'

c:ss 102.

000,00lt.002,004,

~

'

j :;:

..

...

.-.

;i-1 'j

·1·

\\\.

.

J'!j,-t .... .

; · . ~,, , ,. , , .' .

Scheduled Time ·

~

. S~turday, June 1, 10:30. a•.,. - 1:~:3Q i>•m•
1

PAH 101

S~tufday•

TA'r

005,006~008,009.-

June.l, 10:30 a.m. f' '(

010,0ll,Oi3,023, ·
026
003,,007,01S.,'J21

-•

12:30 -p.m~

(

\

,.

l

·.·· • \

.....
.l.·

·

\...·

I

201

..'·.

012,014,017,018

·cBS 109

019,020,.022~025

BSA

·tt

1()16,024,027,901
-

ENA

n

Q07,901

BSA

003,009~011

ENA

"

0.06,902

".

CBS 209

000,001,004,005,

008,010

CBS UO

PHY141
FAR 101

ALL

TAT

CBS 111

001

BUS 1Q6

CBS ll2

001

BUS 106
BUS 107

!'riday, May 31, 10:30a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Friday, ~fay 31, 3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m •

TAT

Friday, !'May 31, 3:30 p.m. -5:30

~.m•.

II

;' +

T~esday, June 4, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

ALL

. • ···· 1

000,0!>7,008,
010,013,016

BSA

001,002,003

PHY 141

004

TAT

006,009,011,0J.A.

ENA

005,012,015

!AH 101

ALL

BSA

.Tuesday, Jiine 4, ' l:OO p.m. - 3:00 p.m..
It

••
n
ti

.Monday, June 3, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

ENG 4

Monday, June 3, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

PRY 209

"

'Friday, May 31, 10:30 a·.m. - 12:30 p.m.

•
Tuesday, June 4, 3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

031,032

BUS 106

041

PHY 211

OSl,052

BUS

I

ti

••
It

10!

Friday, nay 31, ·l:OOIIp.m. - 3:00
p.m.
.

CBS 211

001

BUS 108

Friday, May 31, 10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m• .

CBS 212
CBS 213

002
001,002

!US 108

Monday, June 3, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

BUS 107

Saturday, June 1, 3:30 p.111. - 5:30 p.m.

CBS 214

001 .

BUS 109

Monday, June 3, 1:00 p.111. - 3:00 p.m.

CBS 113

ALL

ENA

Saturday,

CBS 115 ,

,001

BUS 107

'.ruesday, June

CBS 116

ALL

PHY 141

Saturday, June 1, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

c~s

001

BUS 103

Saturday, June 1, 10:3D a.m .. .. 12:30 p.m.

119

~·

CBS 210

•

002

BSA

007.,008,009 ,OIO

""

CBS 206
~s

.

~·

n

.ti

1'HY 141

Saturday.r June 1, 3:30 p.m••~ 5:30
p.m.
.

002,003,00S,OQ6

.,...

.

'

BUS 106

J~e

1, 1:00

4,

~.m.

- 3:00 p.m.

3:30 p.~ • .- 5:30 p.m.

215

. 001

BUS 112

Monday, June 3, 1:00 p.m. - .3:00 p.m.

CBS 216

001

BUS 112

?!onday~ June 3~ 6:00 p•m• - 8:00 p.m.

CBS . 219 .

001

BUS 108,

Monday, .June 3, 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

CBS 220

002

BUS .111

:1onday, .June 3, 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

CBS 221

001

BUS

Tuesday, June 4, l:OO p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

002

BUS 109

ens 222

001

BUS 106

225

001

BUS

CBS

1

CBS 121
CBS 122

COURSE

SPE 201
CHM 213
. MTH 303
MTH 3'04

.oot

BUS 111
BUS 110

002

BUS 111 . ·

ALL

BSA

DATE

Saturday, - June 1, 1968
Monday, June ,3, 1968
Fr.iday, May 31, 1968
Friday, May 31, 1968

ACC 202
ACC 201

Monday; June 3, 1968
Monday, June 3, 1968

ECN 202

Tuesday, June 4~ . 1968
Tuesday, June 4, 1968

\

ECN' 201

Tuesday, June._ 4·, 3:3?i p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

BUS 110

001
. 002

.CBS 120

\

Frida)&~ May

31, 1:00 ...p.•m:"- 3:,00 p.m •

-

"

Sat11rday, June 1, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00

EXAM TIME

1 :00 .to 3:00 PM

1:00 to
8:15 to
8:15. to
8: 15 to
8:15. to
8: 15

to

3:00 PM
1.0:15 PM
10:15 PM
lO: 1°5· ·PM
·10:15 PM
10: 15 . PM

8:15 tp 10:15 PM

P·~·

MQt!?.
TAT
TAT

CBS

cys 301

10~

109

004~005,006,011,

901

BSA
TAT

007,008,009,012,
013,902

BSA.

BSA.
TAT

010,014

PHY 141

Please note:
It will be necessary for each department to notify their students
as to the .time and place these special common finals ·are to be held.

ALL

- ?AT.

307

001

l3SA

002

TAT

ALL

PHY 141

CBS 308

5:30 p.m.

Mon.day, June l, 6:0~p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
_I

TAT

CBS 302
CBS

~

000,001,002,003,

TAT
BSA

Should these special exams cause conflict~ fo~-~~udents, !t_wl11 be nec~ssary
for the Department or Professor involved 1n g1v1ng the special common final to
make other arran~ements for the student.

Friday, May 31, 3:30 p.m.

Friday, May 31, J:;OO p.m. - - 3:00 p.m.
u
II

Saturday, JUDe 1, 3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Monday, June 3, 3:30 p.m. - 5:30 l'•Ul•
fl

Monday, June 3, 6.: 00 p.m. • 8:00 p.m.

•
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National· Ad , Men Here
FOr Seminar Discllssiorl.·
.

~

'

.

'/

'

.

.

\•

*· *
)

~.*

Ad ~xecutives ..Deny
erograms .H91p False ·Advertising
Young NegrOes

IV

.....

Weiss Presents
·Research Paper.
At Conference
I

'

.\
.
.
en1oy a creative experience
I

Dr. Burton A. Weiss, assls- .
tant professor of Psychology,
has been invited to present a
research paper at the Acousti·c al' S'ociety ·of America: confer·
ence, of the A,merican Institute of · Physics, tl'lis week , in
Ot~awa, Cana~.!l·
·

r

By TERRY MERCER
•St.aff Writer · 1

.. '

STUDENTS

GE,.RALD STAHL

;

1

'

QUARTER

'

A semjnar, " Sight.·· and 'and Jack Green, chairman .of
Birn said most of the adverSound 68," which featured im- Bishopric,_ , Green, Fie~den, tising which is seen today is
·
.
. h f Id f ~ Inc. David· Clement said a simply mediocre ~ecause toporbnt figures . 1~ t e ie 0
major problem, in a(lvertising .. aays advertisers are: afi'aid of
art and advertlsmg was· held is getting and keeping the faih,ire. .
.
.
·here Friday.
attentiod of the.public.'
· Birn -f.elt advertisers shoulc:J:
Among those who appeared . He was followed by ·Gerald' '.'.dare· to. b~ . d~ffe..r.eJJt..';. Lub_~l
were David.· dement, associ- Stahl ~ho ·said regariiles.s' ,of . , m .followed _vnth a )e~ture m
ate professor of psychology, .the product, or its .package,,~ ~h1ch he supported B1rns be:
· Gerald ', Stahl, president of· .. re!=iigni~ion of it 11}~~ be :e.s ·<.: hef .a?d Ul,'ged· peopl.e i!l ad·
Gefiild Stahl Associates In- tablished in the min"tls · of .the ~yertlsmg to .t ry the _unusual.dustrial Designers, No e 1 public and · can· be don,e · • . ·The .pro~am, :"'h1ch ~as
Digby, · who is now working through repetition. ..
. now runm.ng well . .be~md
for Gardn~r Advertising _fom.
·
schedule, concluded · with the
pany, Jerome Birn, executive I A blJffet _ dinner followi;!d,-, . showing of · some color sl~aes
vfoe presidel)t of Tatham· and approximately . an Mur by Green. There was a ban·
Laird and Kudner Agencies, later, Digby .spoke on the de- quet and· more discussion
Herb Lubalin, president of. his . velopment:of the Rp.lston Puri- scheduled later,· in the eve·
own designing organization, · na Dog Chow ads. · ·
ning.
...

Mi~mi .Ad Man Makes Point
.... Jack' Green vf Bishopric,' Green, Fielden, Inc.

.'

'

nied tha t their agencies were vertisement ·would have some
guilty- of false and znisieading effect on the public. It was
The paper, entitled, "Laterrepresentation, but admitted merely a question. of how al Line Sensitivity," expounds
. Three of the leading figure~
that it djd exist in,sorrie of the much effect.
on Dr. Weiss' work on sensory
.'in the _field of advertising de.~
· .(Confuiued From Pag~'l) :
srrial)er' agencies. _
The most . 9pen disagree- organs of fishes and amphibi-This was disclosed .Friday ment of the · afternoon .ap- ans~.. a nd , their relil.tiori to
MARIJO McCormick, -project director; said, "'The bright
afternoon in separate inter- peare'd 1 on .the subject of_· s.chooling ~havior: It :is the
young Negro has more of -a chance than he did five years ago."
view's with Noel · Digby, crea· ,_agency . client .relationships. first a~alysis of the functionShe said the pro,Plem is to convince "them ..tha·t they; are bright
tor of the :•an, you add is George,StahJ, le~ding figure· ~ng .of the 1lateral lines system
' enough, are capable, and then to try to get them into college."
love" concept for Purina Dog in t.he field of design, SIJ9ke ' m f15hes . .
"Students feel th·a t they have bacl\ing at the Upward Bound
Chow .and now vice president earlier during the 5eminar, .- - - - - - - - - - ·office,'~ she said. USF will handle 250 students, both'· seniors
: of Gardner ~dvertising Com-· stating the client should ha ve
and juniors,_.from 33 schools in six counties this ~ummer, Mrs.
pany, J erry Birn, executive some control over the ·agen·
McCormick said; · '
.
,
vice president and director of. .cies actions. .
, " '
Another government- program is· the U~F Leari:iing Center
which operates in cooperation with the U.S. Department of
Creative Services for Tathem- ,
Lubl}.lin; sharply . disagreed
La~rd ' and \Kudner Inc" and thh only ' tpe advertising
Labor as ?,n E,'.l$P~ri!Jlt::ntal 11roject t o r e;.train high schoo,l graduHerb Lubahn, formerly with" agency · knows its business
ates for better paying jobs.
Sudler & Hennessey, Inc., and a nd, therefore, it should' hav e
Some trainees, said Dr, Lester. Tuttle Jr., center director,
now head of his · own design freedb'nl to ; cfo' as- it sees fit.
go·on to junior college or some other senior institution.
organization.
,
·As · for the future, Lubalin
THE PROBLEM is "that we find ' that many of our people - ·
Birn said it is the smaller s a i d advertising agencies
·h ave a high school diploma, but no education," ~aid Tuttle. This ·
agencies which, are responsi· would tend 'to perform' more
center is operated for per8ons, ages 17-35, ~ho ,have a ,high
ble for this.
.
.
tasks and expand their opera- · .
school diploma.
LUBALIN SAID his agenc;y .tions' Digby and Birn believed
1
Accprding . to Tu.tile, mo;;t of, these persons come from
wo~ld not use advertisements ·that major changes 'would
neighborhoods which do· not ·sustain middle class values. "This
which were not totally frank. . occu'r in the communications
is a left-over from the segregated·schools," Tuttle ·satd.
·
Noel Digby agreed that media· with Bini expressing
To date, 283 trainees have ·been placed in full or part-tiine '
so'ften your
there ,were ·misleadirtg adver- the belief that television,
, employment. Another 27 have been. encouraged to enter,college.
tisements but said his agency· which now handles 70 per cent
Spring .L ook
The. goal of the C9llege 'of Educ;ation is teacher training.
didn't use t hem.
of the- advertiSing . budget,
The tl'aining. ciilmin~tes in the intern program.
·.
See
When Digby and Birn were w:ould become more .. ~porINTERNS ARE .sent out to schools. in a.seven-county area,
asked about cigarette adver'
'·
·including the 'fnnei; city (pciv..erty, area) .school.s to "learn the
tising, :.both.. admitted that, for ;:ta:;n:;t:;.:::;:::;::::;:;:;::;:;:::::::;;;:;;;~~
surgery of' education,'"said-.D r. Jean A. Battle, dean ·of the Col·
moral a nd health reasons,
KINGCOME'S
lege of Education.
·
,
.ft
they preferred to do other
Battle says t he main task is to raise the educational' level
types of ads.
of the inner ·city to d~velop· tJl!'! le~qeri?hi] needed to s9lve its
ON OTHER subjects, · Birn
.HERB LUBALIN
Sewing and Co1tum, Su.pplie~
!leauty 'salon & Wig c·e nter
problems.
,1
said " A big problem today in
• Millinery an.d Needfit Point
· Fletcher Ave. at 22n·d St.
Calvert J. Craig, former superintendent of schools in Hills.
advertising is the attraction· of
By Appointmen·t 935·1400
~la: Ave~ & Fo~l!r ·Ph. 935· 8168
borough County, is now director of .intez:ns for the College of
young people into ·the "adverE!'.luc~tion. In'ten~s
tising business." TheY, a re not
placed in schools "on tfie basis of the
counties' needs.''
giving advertising a fair .and
honest look.
~'The student doesn't have a choice other 't han the fact that :. ,;.
he prefers a n1a.r ea," said ,Craig., ,
On. the question of "What
maJ<es
good writer in the
THis QUARTER, there ·a·re 3i9 interns in the schools of this
field of a dvertising," Birn
seven county area. Two, Negroes are interning from USF this
QUC!-rter.
·
.
Two.new organizations were ·said the main element is per·
In Hillsborough .County, which getS the larger percentage, _recognized by the Student Af-' · sistence. A good writer does
1
1t here are 112 interns, rri·secondary education and 96 interns in fairs Committee last week. not give up when the going
gets
re.ugh.
Lubalin
commentelementary education.
. . The committee also voted, to
·No figures were released by the superintendent's office as allow clubs to have activities ed that the good writer has
· to ho_\v many.lnt~rns. were p}ace(l i~ Negro_schools. "
the . weekend, before final good taste, curiosity, anq observation. Basic a bility plays
Principals of Blake· and Middleton e:iopressed their need for exams.
interns but reported having nQ interns this quarter. Yet HillsThe Political Active Conser· a minor role and can be deborough High"and King·Senior Hign, both predominantly white vative Council (PACC) peti- veloped.
As for ·the types of ads or
schools, have eight and twelve interns. ·
tioned for recognition as a
"WE HAVE white interns at Negro schools," said Craig.. ·non-partisan club who would_ slogans they preferred, Digby
He added that if a student requested internship in a Negro "openly support conservative said, "I like a nything which
school, the county would be informed of the preference. ·
. candidates" rega rdless of sells ."
HOWEVER, THE trio disaCraig said there weren't many Negroes enrolled in the their ·party affiliation. They
College of Education because of the difficulty of "gaining en· also plan to bring conserva- greed with the common idea
trance to USF."
.\
·
'
tive sp:eakers on campus and · t hat much advertising falls .on
Under the program the counties 'determine where interns .to subscribe to conservative· deaf ears and is simply wastare placed. "We have been at issue with the coµnties on- this periodicals for 'student and ed. , They all felt that any adpoint,' ' said Dean Battle.
.
faculty use. Adviser for PACC
!He. said that the ..University should not run th~ counties' ': is E. T. Busch', assistant proschooi"s'ysfems· but decisions · ori intern placement ought to be.:. ·ressor . of business administradone "mutually."
·
·
1 tion.
BATI'LE characterjzed Negro education as ".prE!tty poor all
The Geology Club, advised
over the United 'States." He ·blamed the cultµral ,deprivation of by R. G . .Stevenson Jr., stated
t!Je,ghettos. ·
. it was- formed to .pursue the
Students a re needed to serve
B~ause of the overall inferiority of Negro ghetto schools,, ·interest and study of geology
as tutor ~ounselors for high
including low salaries, teachers· tak.e better jobs· in s uburban . a nd allied sciences.
~ools, he said.
'
.
After receiving several peti- school students participating in
Looking · into the future of. further participation by 'USf tions from organ'izations ask- the High School . Equivalency
ai:ainst poverty P resident John S. Allen said "When the · new ing for permission to have ac- Program (HEP) here ort cammedical complex is completed, we ·hope .to set Alp medical din~ , tivities the weekend before fi. pus.
Those serving as tutor counics within the Model City area·to teach these peopie-pz:e~entive - nals 1 the committee gave a
medicine." ·
.
b!anket approval to all clubs. selors will receive ·free room
Tampa was one of t he . nationally selected cities chose,n to However, it was stipulated a~ d board.. Interested· students
participate in i. Model City Pro~ram to rejuvenate poverty that ·attendance would have to for Quarter IV and Quarter I
areas.
.
· ' be voluntary, . and no fines should see David Sanderson or
Next week, The Oracle presents the opinions of administra- 'would be levied against me.m· Dr. Williams
University
tors, faculty and the Negro student on N~groes at USF.
Apartments No. 91.
hers who do not iittend.
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=THEATRE USF
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..

Sixth Annual

Summer Festival

GASLIGHT

REPERTORY
';

.CANDIDA
.by :G. B·. Shaw

TRIMMINGS

are·

c · .·

New· ,ampus

CJ.ubs
Form

,.•.

.a

,by Gilbert & Sullivan

•••
opportunities for actors,
singers, dancers, musici(.!.ns,
& backstage technicians ·
I

HEP Tutors "
Needed Now

no ~xperience required, just
interest and the desire to
participate

·elective course

jn '

.

R~viewecl_ . T_od~y
.

.

Harold .Raymond Hooks; 2 · science, as a dviser , said SDS Its leader s have advocated viCBS, ,will appear before the would promote a 1 "free univer. olent action to bring about itsStudent Affairs Committee sity in a free society."
demands fo r "stuaent power."
today to request recognition
HOOKS SAID as an activist
In an interview, Hooks said
for Students for a Democratic organization, · SDS would "ex- the 1 decision to affiliate with
Society (SDS) on campus.
amine t he University critical· t h e national organization
A petition for SDS was sub- ly" .aQd present its findings to would be left to the c;lub's
mitted to the comn:iitteE! -last the students.
members. He said that alweek "under protest." In a
Although the SDS petition though he and Byron Howes , 2 ·
letter accompanying the 'peti- was for a local organization, ·CBS, are member s of the nation, Hooks, acting president, · it asked to retain the right to tional SDS, this would not afsaid the University has ·no affiliate · with the national .fect the autonomy of the local
right to require organiz,ations group later.
group.
'
to file for recognition. He said
The committee tabled ac- , When asked what action he
these r ules are a n a bridge- . tion on the petition until they ' thought the committee would
ment of the First Amendment could piscuss SDS's ·intentions take, Herbert J. Wunderlich,
to the U.S. Constitution be- with Hooks a t toda y's m eet· vice president of Student Afcause they put a prior r e- ing.
fairs .and chairman of the
straint on freedom of speech.
SDS MADE na tional head· committee, said he did not
The petition, which listed lines recently when its mem- know.,
Joseph A.' Della Grotte, assis· ber s- took over severa l buildHE WENT ON to say he be·
tant professor of s o c i a I ings a t -Columbia University, lieved constructive change in

credit available

ANTIQUE GO LP FINISH
2" ROUND MEDALLION
ON LO~G H_EAYY 27"

.

I

for information

DECORATIVE CHAIN

,

society' is necessary, and the
University is· always con.cerned with how to incorporate' new ideas. Referring to
statements ·made _by na tional
leadf:?rS of SDS, Wunderlich
said one should consider wha t
is jeop'a rdized in ' permitting
an organization on campus
whose stated intention is to
destroy the university system.
In his letter accompanying
the SDS petition, Hooks also
stated he intends to. file a suit
against the Florida Board of
Regents in September ·c ontesting the University's right to
make social rules a nd regulati9ns, to. ban alcoholic 1beverages on campus .a nd to require prior permission before
having speakers on campus.

DRACULA

by Deane, & Balderston

H.M.S. PINAFORE

0

SDS

_, ~

ALSO A!AllABLE: KEY CH~IN. MED~l
~- · with heavy key chain

call: -

..

-Sud your chck or •oiey order todayl Special Off et
Stpply lasts! S~1d 2.98 for, eac• •edalliH

w•il•

-·-·-·-·-···-·-·-·-·-·-··I
I. .
send check, or money order to:
'M~MENTO'S LTD': '690 Toft ist. 1No. Bellm.ore, N.Y. 11710•

-I

Departmenl of Theatre Arts:

0

Please check which one you want
.

-
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• NAME
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. STATE

I
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Ext. ·321

·Concert Band

'Vile Bodies' Proved
Something_ ..•,Or Did it?
By LESLIE TAYLOR
· Staff Writer
.Something was definitely
happening 'in a play all about
nothingness. The Speech Department's Chamber Theatre
.production of "Vile Bodies,"
was a fast-moving jourriey
· through an eternal party depicting the shallowness·of hu·
;inanity.
. , Sharla · Heck, a graduate
teaching assistant, as director, .wove together . Evelyn
Waugh's . satirical novel to
emerge with a production that
pointed up the absurdity of so
m11ny things that one couldn't
keep.track of them all.
A.. Jospeh Argenio served
admirably a's th~ narrator, assuming otqer minor roles·
duririg the course of the actiqn. .
N9TABLE . WAS ' Martha '
Tiller as ~s. Ape and Lottie
I
Crtimp. Miss Tiller portrayed
her characters . down t0 . her
fingertips, in all her move- '
ments, Md, most outstandingly in her fantastic vocal-conThe University Fine _Arts . volutions.
Chorale will hold a joillt concert with the Boys Choir from
Karen Spadcene.. as Nina
St. John's Episcopal Church Blount, . and Steve ·Allen, as
Adam Fenwick-Symes, were
of Tampa. The free concert
will be in the Theatre' at s:3o convinCing in their roles as
lovers who were determined
p.m; Saturday. ,
not to be intense about any. Gordon Johnson, professor,
will direct the USF Chorale
and James Biggers will direct
the Boy's Choir.
Johnson said the 40-voice
choir is "one of. the outstanding Boy's Choirs in the state."
They will sing a solo number,
"As the Hart Pants" by Mar. cello, and selected numbers
with the USF Chorale. ·
The prograJYl will open with
the Choir being accompanied
by a USF Chamber Orchestraplaying "Gloria" f r o m "E
minor Mass" by Bach.
!
f
'

_Boys·'·· -Chorus,
USF· Chorale
Sing Saturday

!

l~~~'

Wt!:

.

and

MARCIA ZUKOWSKI, as
Miss Agatha Runcible, portrayed a fashionable tart
aptly. Louis · Houk, · Ronald .
Price Colburn and William E.
Rehbach. Jr., were all convincing in their variety of
roles.
George Ross Randolph II
showed a talented versatility
in ·his · protrayal of Balcairn,
the Customs Officer, Archie

brun handled his job as pian·
ist with considerable aplomb.
.. COSTUMING WAS effective
with most of the women
dressed . in culotte-type eve\Ding gowns, which added to
the atmosphere of modernity
and seemed to suggest the interchangebility of the malefemale roles.
The characters of the ·book
may not have gotten any.
where, suggests E v e I y n
Waugh, but this production of
"Vile Bodies" certaintydid.

World Travel
Center
/ - FOR TICKETS
AND RESERVATIONS

v Airlines
v Cruises ·

.

,,

Barnard Greenhouse, cellis(
and Ja~ques Abram, pianist,
will appear in a sonata recital
Friday evening at 8 :30 in the
Theatre as part of the Artist
Series. ·
Greenhouse is a graduate of
the Juilliard ~cho ol of Music
iand played wil:h the United
States Symphony Orchestra in
· World War II. In 1946 he
made his New York debut and
shortly therefore auditioned
for Pablo Casals.

Beethoven; and Sonata,. Cesar
Franck.
Tickets are '$1 for students,
$2.50 for staff and foundation
and $3.50 for general public.
They may be purchased at the
Theatre Box Office.

TEMP Lr TERRACE

CUT RATE LIQUORS

Next To Pantry Pride

5326 :Push Blvd.

SINCE THEN, Greenhouse
has appeared under Arturo
Toscanini; Dimitri Mitropoulos and Frifz Reiner in the
United States, Europe and
South America. '
Abram, professor of music
at USF since 1964, m~de his
professional debut in 1938 with
the Philadelphia Orchestra.
Since that time, he has appeared extensively throughout
the United States and Europe.
't

/
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N:EA~LY

4,000 STEPS TQ BUS

· ,'

Students C/Omp To · Class
ByNAN·KRUK
Staff Writer ,

Bill Matthews, 2CBS, a 200·
,,... A smile is predominantly
pounder of Fontana, said, "I seen on those returning from
campus rather than on those
"Lord Jim" is the weekend
Walking to class at USF can -hate to walk" and Don ·leaving Fontana, and why not
Anywhere - Anytime
·movie in Fine \Arts and Hu"I
suffer
McCaim,
lCBS·
,
said
be a miserable task. For stumanities (FAH) -101, starring
from blisters, flat feet, sun- . - a smile signifies one thing
P eter O'Toole and James 'fonts living in dorms; it in- . burn and sunstroke. ever.ytime - "Ha-Ha, lucky 'you gets to
make the big trip tip to camMason. Show times are 7 :30 valves a short jaunt to a near- I wc4k to.class.P
pus."
p.m. Friday, Saturday, and by elas~ building, but for Fon~
Of course, the pilgrimage is
with a matinee at 10 tana: ;ttall s tudents, one ean
,,... Finally, boys tend to
PHONE 877·9566 , Sunday
ideal for students who wish to
a .m. Saturday.
hardly call rising at 8 a.m. review for tes~s, catch up· on walk on the outside - not beThe children's film 'for the and walking 3,973 steps te the the latest·gossip, or meet new cause if a car stops they can
jump in and leave the girl week will be "Ichabod and Business Building fun.
acqu~intailces. It is unfortubut
· because · until recently
Mr. Toad" Saturday at 10:30
·n ate for those who are on the
Despite F ontana being the verge of going to the bath- there was no adequate sidea.m. in FAH 101. Admission is
walk to walk on.
25 cents for adults and 10 most luxurious, modern co- room or missing lunch.
{!ducation dorm here, its Joe.a·
cents for children.
HOWEVER, the mainteAMONG OTHER activities
tiim at the far north rear of
World Travel Center
nance staff became generous
A
free
street
dance
will
be
the
way
to
class,
practiced
on
the campus cijscourages stu2624 Hill5boro Plaza
and gave Fontana a new sideheld Saturday at . 9 p.m. with dents from wishing to reside "sidewalk etiquette " h a s walk to practice their etiTampa, Florida
by
Fontana
been
mastered
there.
mu~ic' by the " J ades."
students. There are three quette on.
essential rules to follow when
Once Fontana students arusing the sidewalks to Fonta- rive on campus~ the only
na.
obstruction between the classKeep· eyes glued to the room and them are the springround when passing strang· klers. The sprinklers add so
ers - this prevents any em- much more excitement to the
barrassment between the pas- hike.
sers-by, such as tripping on a '·
Fontana students not only
cement block, snickering at h ave to walk the mile trek to
the appearance of the other, or class but get to walk another
meeting eye-to-eye a nd find- mil'e out of their way trying to
ing there three eyes instead ot dodge water.
theflore common two.
F or the luckier students at
. Fontana , cr~ativity br'ou.ght a
.,taxi service to .and from the
cl a~srooms -on campus. This
RAVIOLI
SPAGH ETTI
work~d out fine, with the kids
Cheese ••••••••••••••••••••••••• $1.24
Sauce (Plain) ••••••••••••••••••• .70
inside the cars getting out,
Meat •••••••••••••••••••••••••• $1.24
Italian Sausage ••••••••••••••••• .95
and the kids outside the cars
getting in.
.95
MeOt Balls •• • •••••••••••••••• ••
Meat Balls•••••·•·• ••• • •••••••••• $1.44
The last Readers' Theatre
Mushrooms ••••••••.•••••••••••• .95
Mushrooms • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $1.39
THE ONLY problem was
· ' Guild production of the scpool
.95
Italian Sausage ••••.••••••••••••• $1.44
Meat Sauce ......... ............ .
year will be staged today at 2 when ther e was an overload
Combination of 2 ••• •• ••• ••••••• $1.60
Combination of 2 •• •••••• ••••••• $1.15
p.m. in the Engineering Audi- of students returning to Fon·
tana. Everyone then had to
Combination of 3 ••••••••••••••• $1.25
Combination of 3 ••••••••••••••• $1.75 •
torium.
··
double up so it looked like an
Samuel Beckett's "Murph~" elephant brigade r u n n i n g
SERVED WI.TH SALAD.AND GARLIC BREAD
will b~ the subject.
·
down the highway with threeinch high flat rubber feet. ··
direcDavid
Dyal,
student
SPAGHETTI DINNERS TO GO
This problem is currently
tor , said it's "the adventures
AND A WIDE SELECTION OF DELICIOUS SANDWICHES
of a fine, upstanding young b eing solved by Fontana r epman in London in the 1930's." r esentative Ken Rubin, 1CBS,
a nd Steve Anderson, l CBS,
OPEN FROM: .1'1-A.M. •MIDNIGHT SUN••THURS.
.The cast includes: Gilda Student · Association SeI)ator.
11 A.M •• 1 A.M. FRI. & SAT.
Garfinkle (Narrator),
Fred They a re investigating the
1
Hearns (Murphy), S a ndie possibility of a shuttle-bus to
Thomas (Celia), and Ted service both of Fontana and
Curry (Tinkle-penny).
DeSoto Hall next fall.
The bus will cater s tudeqts
Frank Galati, speech - in, structor, is the supervising di· back and forth to campus and
Just A "Hop, Skip and Jump" from USF Campus
r ector. The coffee ]louse is eliminate any hazardous drivsponsored by the Speech De- ing conditions " elephants"
on Busch Blvd. at 42nd Street.
partment.
might create in the road.

y' Tours ·

Abram And · Greenhouse
Featured In Artist ,Series

Although the Spanish master was in . retirement; the
audition lasted two years and
ended with these words from
the Maestro: "He' is not only
a remarkable cellist, but what
'I esteem in.ore, a dignified
artist."

..

Tickets are OIJ. sale at the
CTR desk or at the door. The
event is sponsered by the University Program Council -special Events and Music Committees.

The 52-piece band will . be
playing a varied program.
Excerpts from "Carmina
Burana"' by Carl Orff will be
featured. It will be the first
time the selections will be
performed by a band. The
piece is sub-titled "Profaine
Songs for Vocal Chorus, Solo. ists, and Symphony Orchestra
With Magical :Pictures."
Also on the program are:
"Symphony. for Band" by
Robert Washburn; "The Marriage of Figaro Overture" by
Mozart; and Debussy's
"Fetes."
The band has recently been
selected to record four numbers for the Carl Fischer Recording Company in New
York. Thirty-thousand copies
of the recording will be distributed throughout the United
States.

Bernard Greenhous·e, Cellist

&TI

!ii~mmrnrn@UWttilltBJKt4ilHfil@IDfillNli@ff[WJ1EiW1¥@$1§'Wfff@lrn•l
as Father Rothschild
Colonel Blount.

The University C o n c e r t
Band, under the direction of
Gale Sperry; professor, will
be in concert Sunday afternoon at 3 :30 in the Theatre.
Tickets are - required, and
may be obtained from the
Theatre box office.

#ii
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CTR Events
Announced
For Week,
. ALMA HARRISON
· osks YlJU to call or co.me to

TAT Sunday ·

thi'ng, particularly a b o ,u t Schwert, and particufarly Ginger.
/.
being in love.
J ;fuet Findling as Mrs.
Cherry' Mcintyre, in her variety of roles, as Angels, Hoop and Miss Mouse, broke
Chastity, Ursula, Mrs. . Black- up the audience several times
water, etc., was outstanding. with her remarkable voice
Sherrie Ahlin was the perfect and droll manner of speaking.
Th~ music was very helpful
snobbish Lady Fanny Throb·
bing_ and Duchess- of St~yle, · in setting moods and providand Jerry Peeler served well ing transitions. Harvey Schon·

~
~~~r~tlm&rufa~irnir:::~~x.r::~~~:~m:s:?~~::::}~~W:f:£Tu1~~~~m..~:;~~""::W~s~m:'®J\

_"pownbeat," a Jazz and
:Poetry Hour featuring student
poets Sari Jensen and " Otha
Favors, is scheduled Friday at
8 p.m. in the University Cen. ter (CTR) Ballroom. . The
Eighteenth Hour, jazz combo,
will accompiiny the readers.
Admission is 50 cents.

Performs In

"NO SERVICE ·
CHARGE'

His . special performances
include: Both Brahms concerti at ·one concert, BrahI)ls
Festival in Holland; introduced Britten Cqncerto iri
United States and Canada; introduced Benjamin Concerto
in the United States and Europe; a n d introduced t he
Gershwin C o n c e r t o and
Rhapsody in Blue in Holland.

Portable hairdryer has adjustable
hcod height, 4 temperature setting•

'

THE PROGRAM will iriclude: Sonate in G Minor,
Bach; Sonate Op. 5, No. 2,
/

"CHARGE IT"-USE OUR PAYMENT PLAN

Play Tryouts Thursday

OIAMO.NO M E RCHANTS OF AMERI C A

Tryouts for "A Taste of
Honey" by Shelagh Delaney
will be held Thursday at 5
p.m. in the Theatre.

G~t:IR~!'}:s
IN TAMPA SHOP AT GORDON'S

Bob Irwin will be directing
the play as h_is senior Project.
Rehearsals begin June 11 and
the show opeps July 11 for a
three-day run. The cast consists of two men and three
women.

TERRACE PLAZA MALL 8876 56th STREET

AND
3924 BRITTON' PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER

I

NORTH GATE Shopping Center
9013 N. FLORIDAAVE.

-

DAY NURSERY
AND

·KINDERGARTEN
t:f?
w= :>,
'· '"\\.

t~%.':~~~

ffei/ t-"" .: R

Novel Set
Toda·y, ENA

I.

· !a~
,··. r· .
"'.·:u
·~~:~ ~

.. . .... .

* Completely n l!W and·specially designed * Air conditioned throughout!
* College trained, exper,ienced teachers * Specialize in INFANT CAR~
* Reasonable rates * Open from 6:30 a.m. • 6:30 p.m., Mon.-Sat.
* Weekend and Vacation care by Appointment

-

ONLY s ·MINUTES FROM·USF!

Phone and your order will be ready in MINUTES

988-1213

' DAY NURSERY And KINDERGARTEN

13202 15th St.

Phone 935-5107

